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Ruling May Mean 'Open Season On Journalists'
By RICHARD CARELL1
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — "In many
cities and towns, it could become open
season on journalists," predicts an
Oklahoma broadcaster.
That assessment was made after a
Supreme Court ruling on Wednesday
that newspaper offices — and the offices of other news organizations as
well — enjoy no special protectors
against police searches.
Ernie Schultz of television station
KTVY in Oklahoma City and president
of the RadioTelevision News Directors
Association said the court edict
sparking his prediction was both
disappointing and ominous.

That view was'hared by many news
executives across the nation.
The high court's decision was
reached vi a case involving a 1971 police
search of the offices of Stanford
University's student newspaper, the
Stanfard Daily.
Officers, armed with a search
warrant and seeking photographs and
negatives that would help them identify
demonstrators who had injured nine
police officers in a campus riot,
searched the Daily's photo laboratories, filing cabinets, desks and
waste paper baskets.
The newspaper sued, won in two
lower federal courts but now have seen
those victories reversed.

Speaking througlsan opinion written
by Justice Byron R. White, the coon
reiected arguments that persons
businesses not actually suspected of a
crime should be asked to submit
materials desired by police befora
being subjected to searches.
Voting 5-3, the court also held that
newspaper offices essentially are entitled to no greater protection against
such searches than other business
establishments. The ruling explicitly
rejected free press argurnents.
Not many years ago, journalists
suffered several major defeats in the
Supreme Court when: arguing in vain
that reporters and their work should ace
be' subject to the subpoenas of
prosecutors seeking help in criminal

Investigations.
Arguments then, as in the case
decided Wednesday, centered on fears
that such intrusions into the news
business would inhibit confidential
sources from volunteering information.
Wednesday's ruling conceivably
could prove to be a worse defeat.
Subpoenas may be contested in court —
search warrants in virtually all instances cannot be.
The decision, said Mike Maloney,
managing editor of The Register in
Santa Ana, Calif., "leaves us, the
newspapers, with no pre-search way of
resisting the warrant. ... It really opens
up the door to newspaper offices."
Keith Fuller, president an general

manager of The Associated Press,
called the decision disappointing,
saying "My main concern is that this
could open the door to harassment in
situations where local authorities are
irritated over news coverage."
Benjamin C. Bradlee, executive
editor of the Washington Post, said that
under the ruling "the Pentagon Papers
could never have been published."
"The police would have entered
newspaper offices and seized them
before newspapers could bring the facts
to the people," Bradlee said. "If this
decision were in force during
Watergate, it requires no stretch of the
imagination to see police in these offices on a regular basis on a fishing expedition," he said.

"The decision is so broadly written
that in effect it makes a newspaper the
potential arm of the prosecution," said
Anthony Day, editorial page editor of
the L.C6 Angeles Times and chairman of
the American Society of Newspaper
Editors' freedom of information committee.
"I don't think that Byron White and
his colleagues in the majority understand what kind of animal they have
let loose here," Day said.
International Association of Police
Chiefs spokesman Bill Ellingsworth
said the news media were overreacting.
"Police are not going to stage
wholesale raids on newsrooms around
the country," he said. "I don't think it's
as sinister as it may appear to people.",
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Future School Calendars
Reflect Winter's Impact
year the board has said we will be in
Local school officials are among
school 175 days. Actually we're going L
those across the state apparently trying
have more instructional days by the
to build protection into school calendars
board saying that," Jeffrey pointed out.
for the 1978-79 school year in case there
Mrs. Kimbrough said some school
is a repeat of the last two severe winsuperintendents are proposing starting
ters.
the school year earlier — August 7 in
For some school children in Kenmany cases — shortening the Christtucky, it will be a short summer
HAM DONATION — Mrs. Deno (Jo) Curris, President of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre Arts,
mas vacation to a week ancreliminating
vacation because of last winter.
Inc. is shown presenting a country ham to Dan Rodden of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Board.
the spring break.
Randy Kimbrough, deputy state
Others in the picture are, from left Steve Davenport, vice chairman, Minnie Bell Schrader, Odell Alton, Margaret
Meanwhile, some schools will not be
superintendent for instruction in the
Ralph, secretary of the board, Dixie Palmer, fred'Phillips, Molina Armstrong, Bill Phillips, chairman of the board, Gil
out this year until June 16 and 17
Kentucky Department of Education,
Hopson,treasurer, Ada Gibson, Ted Schlueter, Archie Crane and Mary Smith. The ham, originally donated to Combecause of the large number of days to
said Wednesday the proposed school
munity Theatre by Gibson Locker Plant, was first sold at auction dining the Suminer Theatre Festival. The successful
be made up from last winter.
calendars for next school year so far
bidder re-donated the ham with the request that it be given to a worth while-eaute. The Nutrition Committee of the
Boyd County and Campbell County
have teed to include a pad for days
Senior Citizens Board was selected because of its outstanding service to the senior citizens of the county. Comwill be in school until June 16, while
missed because of severe weather.
munity Theatre also announced a special Senior Citizen ticket price, for each of its summer productions, of $130.
school will not be out in Fayette County,
Following guidelines set out by the
Regular prices are adults, $2.50 and children under 12, $150. A season ticket of $6 for all three shows will be sold
Ashland and Montgomery County until
County and Murray
Calloway
state,
through June 24. The summer season includes "The Hobbit,""The Thread That Runs So True" and "You're A Good
June 17.
Independent school boards recently
Man,Charlie Brown,'
__
Very short summer vacations have
adopted calendars with buffer days
their drawbacks for school officials,
built into them — days that can be used
Jeffrey mentioned. "If we got out June
• 'in case students miss a number of
16 we couldn't get everything done," he
school days due to severe weather.
School
said. The system this summer wW be
Independent
Murray
commencement
deliver
the
class
to
Commencement' exercises for the
present the diplomas to graduates.
completing air conditioning, and the
Jeffrey
Glin
Robert
Superintendent
address.
1978 graduating class at Murray High
Vocal music, to be presented by the said today the Murray school board
final phase of a major renovation of
School will be tonight in Holland
Jeffrey's remarks will be entitled senior girls ensemble, is entitled
Murray Middle.
calendar that will give the
adopted
a
Stadium by the Middle School.
"Getting Along."
"Climb Every Mountain." The Murray system 11 days corning after Christmas
Calloway County School System
Assistant principal John Hina will High Band will play both the
The 8 p. m. commencement for the
vacation, but still in the school year, students will be getting their report
recognize honor students and present processional and recessional.
170 student graduating class, will follow
cards Saturday while Murray students
that can be used.
awards.
Holland Stadium is located at Eighth.
a time-honored format including
will pick theirs up next Monday, June 5.
Jeffrey said the system can pick up
,
. Board chairman Don Henry will and Poplar Streets in Murray
participation by the top four honor
Murray students are scheduled to be
days after the normal ending day next
graduates.
back in school Aug. 21, and Calloway
year, giving 21-plus usable days.
County students a school day earlier,
The Murray board voted to shorten
Bruce Horning, this year's class
Aug. 18. Calloway County students will
their school calendar from 190 total
valedictorian, will deliver the
days to 185 1175 instructional days). get out of school next spring, May 23,
valedictory, and Share loon will give
-We were in school the year before 173 and Murray students will receive their
the salutatory. The third ranking
days, and last year 170 days, but next report cards May 25. Both system
student, Debbie Darnell, will present a
reading and the fourth ranking student,
Tammy Melton, will give the
Doug Vance, 27, for the past five Corps during World War II, Erwin, 53,
benediction.
years sports information director at has written a weekly outdoor column
Class president Delores Honchul will Austin Peay State University, for the Louisville Courier-Journal for 10
present Murray Independent School Clarksville, Term., has been named to a years and will continue to do so after his
Systesn Superintendent Robert Glin similar position at Murray State
retirement.
Jaffrey, who was invited by the 1978 University,succeeding Joe Tom Erwin,
Having announced his intention to
who will retire June 30.
retire more than a year ago, Erwin said
Vance, a native of Louisville, also
he plans "to travel, hunt, fish bird
chemotherapy, psychiatric evaluation,
Many citizens of Calloway County
was assistant director of the Goverwatch, garden, sit on the porch of my ;nay be unaware of the many services
psychological evaluation and marital
nors' radio sports network and
One Section — 16 Pages
cottage overlooking Kentucky Lake and available through the Calloway County
and pre-marital counseling. These
assistant director of public information
perhaps do a bit of free-lance writing if • Comprehensive Care Center.
Classified
12, 13, 14, 15
cases are strictly confidential. Any
at the Tennessee institution.
I feel like it."
12
Comics
citizen may receive outpatient serThe staff of the Comprehensive Care
Erwin, a native Calloway Countian
President of the Ohio Valley Con- Center consists of a psychiatrist, a
12
Crossword
vices.
and a member of the Murray staff since
ference sports information directors licensed psychologist, two certified
Deaths & Funerals
16
Consultation and education programs
1957, handled both sports and academic
association in 1975-76, Vance won the psychologists, a social worker a
5
Garrott's Galley
are designed to reach into the compublicity from the time he came to the
Kentucky Press Association'p Feature vocational counselor, psychiatric nurse
munity to other agencies. Lectures are
campus unitl 1965 when a second
Writing award in 1972 and is listed in and two ethnical secretaries. The
4
Let's Stay Well
given by staff members to civic,
publicist
was
added and the duties
"Outstanding Personalities of the
2,3,4
Local Scene .
community and school groups. The
staff members, after
divided. He is a 1948 graduate of the
South," and "Outstanding Young Men evaluations or referrals from other
.5
Opinion Page
staff members also work very closely
university
and
has done graduate work
of America."
Sports
6,7
with the court system, schools and the
agencies, will handle the cases conat Indiana University.
He attended Franklin County High fidentially and with services that will
university, corporations,. .the police
Before coming to Murray State, he
School, Frankfort, graduated from benefit their clients.
department, the Bureau for Social
had taught journalism and English for
Hazard High School in 1968 and atPartly cloudy and mild tonight
These staff members provide out- Services and the hospital.
eight
years
at Boose High School,
tended Eastern Kentucky University, patient therapy, consultation and
with a slight chance of early
Inpatient services involve the
Evansville, Ind., and at Portageville
during which time he also worked as a education, inpatient referral, in- referral of individuals to hospitals,
evening thundershowers. Loins in
High
School, Portageville, Mo. He also
sports reporter with the Lexington formation-screening-referral, and 24- treatment centers or other health care
the mid 60s. Partly sunny Friday
edited a weekly newspaper et Par&rah'.
with a good chance of afternoon
facilities.
hour emergency services.
tageville .
Vance is married to the former Sue
showers and thundershowers.
Information-Screening-Referral
Outpatient services involve group
is
A graduate of Hazel High School and
Wolfer of Hillsboro, Ohio, and they have psychotherapy, individual therapy, geared to help individuals and groups
Highs in the low to mid I.
a veteran of the United States Marine
two sons, Cory, 4, and.Stuart, 2.
family therapy. vocational counseling, resolve problems and direct them to

AILFIS Commencement Is Tonight

Vance Named Sports
Info Chief at MSU

school calendars are similar.
Both systems have priorities for
making up days if the winter of 1978-79
compares to the last two severe winters
— in service days, spring mini-break
days, acid-on days at the end of the
regular school year, spring break and
possibly Saturdays.
The Calloway County School System
calendar for next school year gives that
system 29 potential days,including addon days, which can be used as make up.
Mrs. Kimbrough said some school
calendars in the state can absorb about
25 missed days based on a school year
ending June 8.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of the
Calloway County School System, said a
list of department of Education school
calendar suggestions handed down
earlier this year were just that-suggestions. "They were suggestions
based, I think, on the experience they
the department) had this year on
making up days. Some school districts
have had trouble getting their make up
days approved."
Dr. Rose said each school board has
to review the needs of the community
before adopting a calendar. He mentiond the impact locally of farming.
"Our calendar committee tried to
look at the possibility of another severe
winter, plus we wanted the kind of
calendar that would be in the best interests of the community," he said.

Many Services Available To
Local Citizens Through Center

today's index

sunny and warm

proper agencies or organization for
further information.
After regular office hours of the
Comprehensive Care Center, a 24 hour
toll-free crisis and information line 800592-3980, is maintained. If any client or
non-client of the center is in need of
seeing or speaking to a staff member,
the staff member can be contacted.
Trained persons can also give information and refer callers to other
sources for information. Crisis intervention is dealt by the trained to aid
individuals in coping with their concerns however varied they may be. All
calls are confidential.
In 1977, 1600 different individuals
received services from the Calloway
Comprehensive Care Center.
Proceeds from the annual Charity
Ball, to be held this Saturday night,
help support the Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center.
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Connie Adlich, left, Murray State University master level social worker discusses
program success with Comprehensive Care Center Director, Russ Brethauer.

Russ Brethauer, seated,des tor of the Calloway County
Comprehensive care center Aorks very closely with Randy tovett, juvenile probation officer of Calloway County
and assistant to District fudge Sid Easley. Many cases from
the District Court are referred for evaluation by the Corn
prehensive Care Center.

s

_
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Fred Neff, left, psychologist at the Comprehensive Care Center reviews a rise with
Dr. Bailey Binford Dr. Binford is the staff psychiatrist of the Comprehensive Care CenPhoto 91' )egs101
.11. GOMM!'
lft.
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DayCamp Training Is
Held At Scout Cabin
The Girl Scout Day Camp bring a sack lunch, but drinks
Training Session was held are provided.
Thursday. May 18, at the Girl
The day camp will be held at
Scout cabin.
the Girl Scout cabin. The site
Mary Jean Gun'ter from the .was changed temporarily to
Bear Creek Service Center, ttie city area from the
Kentuckiana at Paducah,.fairgrounds due to ticks in the
conducted
the
training area. In case of a rainy day,
sessions held on fire building, scouts should listen to the
outdoor cooking, singing, first radio
station for anaid,and game playing.
nouncements.
Day Camp will be held June
The next training session
12 to 16 from 8:30 a.m. to three
p.m. The girls are to wear will be held Thursday. June 1,
socks, no halters, no sandals, at ten a. m. at the cabin.

TRAINING SESSION—Mary lean Gunter, knee„ 11
structs leaders for the Girl Scout Day Camp set for June 12
to 16 at the Girl Scout cabin. Pictured, left to right, are
Suzanna Ford, Sandra Parrish, Dorothy Byrn, Giro!
Hodges,Shirley Scott,and Cindy Carson. Not pictured are
Connie Gibson and Diane Spurlock

Bridal Events Honor
Mrs. Dwayne Barrow
Thursday, Junel
Friday, June!
Registrations for 4-H Club
Lakeside Singers wil,
Camp, June 12-16 for ages nine perform at Kenlake Stab.
to fourteen with cost being $27 Resort Park at 8:30 p.m.
per person are due today at
Saturday, Juns 3
the Extension Office, phone
Musical ''finders-Keepers,''
753-1452
Awill be presented at Poplar
Calloway County Athletic Spring Baptist Church by the
Boosters Club will meet at the Junior High Choir of First
cafeteria of the high school at Baptist Church, Trenton,
seven p.m.
Tenn., at seven p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. m. perform at Kentucky Darn
at the lodge hall, North 16th Village State Park at 8:30 p.m
Street.
Members of Rizpah Clown
and their ladies will meet
Unit
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled at the Leroy Todd home for a
to meet at the Public Library steak dinner at 6:39 p.m.
at seven p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
Thursday. June 1
Meeting concerning the will meet at seven p.m. at the
Youth Center scheduled at lodge hall.
7:30 p.m. has been postponed
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
due to many conflicts.
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Friday,June 2
lodge hall.
Golden Age Club will meet
Good Shepherd United
at the First United Methodist
Church social hall for a Methodist Church will have a
potluck supper at twelve noon. picnic supper at six p.m. at the
Murr-ay-Calloway County
Shopping for Senior Citizens Park in honor of Rev. Charles
will be held and call 753-0929 Morris and Rev. Don Tucker
by nine a.m. for morning and their families.
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
Annual Charity Ball will be
afternoon shopping.
held at Murray Country Club.
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Sunday, June 4
McDaniel Cemetery will
have its annual homecoming
basket dinner.

05-13-78
Adults 106
Nursery 9
Newborn AdmissionsBaby
Riggs (Linda
Apt. 512 College Cts., Murray.
Minimills Mrs. Jennifer K. McGuire
and Baby Girl P. 0. Box 294,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Debbie L./
Sholar and Baby Boy Rt, 1,
Hardin, Wendell R. Wade, Rt.
2, South Fulton, Tn., Donnie H.
Chilcut, 405 S. 10th., Murray,
Tim U. Holloway, P. 0. Box
116, Sedalia, Billy Bin Wilson,
Box 5, Puryear, Tn., Mrs. E.
Kay Loines, Box 1113, Paris,
Tn.,
Mrs. Jeannetta M. Bennett,
1200 Dogwood Dr., Murray,
Calvin B. Milby, Fit. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Pauline McCoy.
1511 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Stella I. Harmon 1713
Melrose, Murray, Jessie J.
McCallon, Rt. 7, Murray,
Tommy. B. Lavender, 505
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Thelma I.
Bennett, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
C. Elizabeth McElroy, Rt 1
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Marietta
Wells, 306 So. 5th., Murray,
Mrs. Nola T. Carr, Rt. 2,
Murray.
KEEP 'EM SHARP
Chisels, knives and other .
'ling tools can be kept sharp by
honing frequently on a clean
oilstone. Frequent grinding is
not necessary. Grind only when
the cutting edges are nicked
badly worn.

Mrs. Dwayne F. Barrow, Brenda Overcast presided at
the former Debra Lynne the guest register.
The honoree opened her
Taylor, prior to her wedding
on May folIrth was the honoree many lovely gifts. Approximately fifty peraons
at several bridal events.
A bridal shower was held were present or sent,gifts.
Miss Sherry Hutson, Miss
April 22 in the Fellowship Hall
of the First Baptist Church, Tonya Willoughby, and Mrs.
Murray, with Mrs. Ralph Lucrecia King were hostesses
Darnell, Mrs. J. P. Wicker, for a household shower held on
Mrs. Ola Morris, Mrs. Doyce May 13 at the Hutson home at
Morris, Mrs. Charles Morris, Buchanan, Tn.
For this event, the honoree
and Mrs. William Morris as
chose to wear a pant ensemble
hostesses.
Games were played with of black and red double knit.
prizes being won by Mrs. Leon She was presented a corsage
Barrow and Mrs. Danny of small kitchen utensils.
Herndon, who both in turn
Bridal games were played.
presented the prizes to the
honoree, wearing a dregs of Refreshments of cake, coffee,
punch, nuts, and mints were
peach double knit.
Refreshments of punch, served by the hostesses.
individual cakes, nuts, and Approximately forty persons
mints were served, a color were present or sent gifts.
scheme of pink and white was
used. Approximately twenty
persons were present or sent
gifts.
BROWN BOY
The Educatiorkal Building of
Mr. and Mrs. Amos E.
the Hazel Baptigt Church was
the scene on April 28 of a Brown of Route One, Puryear,
bridal shower with Mrs. Term., are the parents of a
Wallace
Lassiter, Mrs. baby boy, Jason Amos,
pounds
Richard Vance, Mrs. J. B. weighing seven
Dover,Uri.- Sohn White, Mrs. fourteen ounces, measuring
Frank Turner, Mrs. Cartes 20.42 inches, born on Tuesday,
Overcast, Mrs. Calvin Key, May 23, at 3:13 p.m. at the
County
and Mrs. W. A. Forres as Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
hostesses.
The father is employed with
The honoree chose to wear
for the event a bright green Associates Financial Service,
double knit dress and was Paris, Term.
Paternal grandparents are
Presented, along with her
mother, Mrs. Gorden B. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Gooch of
Taylor, and her mother-in- Hickory With, Tenn., and
law, Mrs. Floyd Barrow, with James Brown of Dyess, Ark.
corsages of white carnations Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
by the hostesses.
Refreshments of assorted Adkins of Memphis, Tenn.
decorated cookies, nuts,
Fancied-up noodles are great
mints, and punch were served
at a table covered with a white for a vegetarian-style main
cloth and centered with an course. Mil the cooked rfoodles
with butter-cooked sliced musharrangment of spring flowers.
rooms, cream enlivened with
A
small
matching grated Swiss cheese and
sliarrangement was placed on vered toasted almonds. Elethe register table. Miss gant'

CQC

Russell

Hold Al

1
Mr. and Mrs. Rexie 0. T.Stalls, Jr.
Miss Ronda Gail Hanson,daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. Vernon L. Hanson of Putnam, Oklahoma, was married to Rexie 0.
T. Stalls, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Rexie 0. T. Stalls. Sr., of
Murray, in a spring ceremony in Edmond, Okla., with the
bride's father officiating at the ceremony.
The bride attended Southern Bible College, Houston, Texas.
The groom is now a student at the same college.
Mr. and Mrs. Stalls, Jr., are now residing at 12300 Fleming
No. 439, Houston,Texas, but plan to move to Murray in the fall.

They're Finally Here!
the latest styles for Disco from
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IN 1946
THIS MAN KILLED
FIVE PEOPLE
TODAY HE STILL
LURKS THE STRUTS
OF TFXARKANA. ARK
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MELTING

THE TOWN
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SUNDOVVN
A TRUE STORY
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Would you he shocked to find out
that the greatest Moment

ofour remit history
MELODY BUCY, daughter
ofMr. and Mrs. W. T. Bucy oi
Buchanan, Tenn., and grand
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Cecil Hopkins of Almo and
the late Mr. and.
Mrs. W. 1
Bury, Sr., of Buchanan
recently received a Depart
men? of Biological .Scien
'Rat
. tLiktlatalt
.
- =iitSlara
University. She Is a senior at
HP1t/ .C9i1114. High Sthoul
Paris., Tenn., and earlier this,
year she received a SCHII
Board of Regents scholarship at Murray State Univer
sity where she will enter in
the fall maioring in pre
medicine.

may not have happened at all?
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Taylor-Barrow Vows Are
Read In Home Ceremony

Russell's Chapel Church Women
Hold Meeting At Lorenz HOMR
The May meeting of the
United Methodist Women of
Russell Chapel was held at
the home of Dolly Lorenz.
Martha Crass, president,
opened the meeting with introductiqn of guest and new
member, Mrs. Gay Nene
Whims. The secretary read
the minutes and called the roll
with the following in attendance: Lora Wilkerson,
Daisy Wiekoff, Ruby Harris,
Ethel Walker, Toni Hopson,
Klara Wutzke, Dolly Lorenz,
Sparks,
Lois
Dorothy
Sobieski, Cecelia Noonan,
Edith McKinzie, Martha
Crass, Linda Kelly, and Roxie
Jones.
Edith McKinzie read the
103rd Psalm for the devotion
and followed her reading with
prayer. A study of the Book of
Luke was continued with
Klara Wutzke as the leader.
She ended the study with the.
Lord's Prayer repeated in
German.
Members expressed best
wishes to Klara Wutzke as she
moves to her new home in

d Mrs. Verto Rexie 0.
ails. Sr.. of
., with the

Miss Debra Lynne Taylor,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gorden B. Taylor, Buchanan,
Tn., became the bride of
Dwayne F. Barrow, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Barrow of
Hazel, on Thursday evening
May fourth.
The Rev. Vernon Turner,
former pastor of the Point
Pleasant Baptist Church,
Paris Landing, performed the
double ring ceremony in the
living room of the bridal
couple's mobile home in the
presence of the immediate
family of both the bride and
groom.
A program of nuptial music,
including the traditional
wedding
march,
was
presented by stereo records
with Carol Sloan, sister of the
groom, directing.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted down
the hallway by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents, was lovely in her
formal gown of we flocked
polyester designeli with a
The collected bones of a 160- natural waistline, elbow
pound man weigh only 29 length flowing sleeves. and a
pounds
scooped neckline. The skirt of

t

Paris Tn. Members, also,
,achnirede collection plates
presented to the church by Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Keller ond
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Ruby in
memory of Barbara Brown.
Refreshments were served
by Dolly Loernz and Dorothy
Sobieski.
The June 12th meeting will
be an evening Fish Fry to be
held at five p.m. at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Lynear Carter
with Mr. and Mrs. R. Sobieski
assisting. Guests for the
evening will be the Rev. and
Mrs. A. H. McCleod, Jr. Each
member will contribute a dish
for the table.
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.Shorts
.Tops
•Jeans
.Swimsuits
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the gown was enhanced by a
deep flounce ruffle of the same
material.
Her head piece was a half
circle, adorned with a wreath
of small miilit-colored flowers
that matched a touch of trim
on her gown. Her bouquet was
of white daisies, mums,
baby's breath, and a touch of
greenery accented with long
multi-colored satin streamers
ending in love knots.
Miss Sherry Taylor, the
bride's only sister, was the
maid of hono'. Mrs. Ruth Ann
Taylor, sister of the groom,
was bridesmaid. The both
wore formal dresses of pastel
blue and each carried a long
stemmed
pink
rosebud
adorned with greenery and
tied with-a -matching ribbon.
• Wally Taylor, brother-in -

Early Summer Sale

10 Fleming
in the fall.

off

.Dresses
.Skirts
.Pants

designed for you
Taste-Wise Pike-Wise
airsiewitand Ciravilar

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Todd's Captain Jimmy's
Fresh Gulf Seafood

Seafoo
Sea
)d
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law of the groom, served as
best man. Floyd Barrow,
father of the groom, was
groomsman.
The bride's mother chose to
wear a three piece suit of light
green double knit with white
accessories. The groom's
mother wore a mint green
ensemble with bone accessories. Each wore a corsage of white daisies.
Reception
.
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
kitchen of the mobile home.
Miss Sherry Taylor, sister of
the bride, and Mrs. Carol
Sloan and Mrs. Ruth Ann
Taylor, sisters of the groom,
served the wedding cake and
punch.
The new Mrs. Barrow is a
1977 graduate of Henry County
High School and is employed
at Salant and Salant, Paris,
Tn. Her grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Ross Waller of
Chattanooge,Tn., and Mrs.
Ethel Taylor and the late A.
M. Taylor of Trezvant, In.
Mr. Barrow,a 1977 graduate
of Calloway County High
School, is presently employed
with Chenoweth Insulation
Company of Paris, Tn. He is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
George Barrow of Hazel and
Mrs. Ola Morris and the late
Odie Morris of Murray .
After a short wedding trip,to
points of interest in and
around Nashville, Tn., in?}tiding Opryland USA, the
ouple is residing in their
-)obile home in Paris Land
-railer Court, Buchanan, Tn.
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Brighter, stroppier:, just-font
the-fun-of-it sundresses an:
heading your way for summits '714
Be your sun-cloy best, es
day in these free-swing.
cool fosh•ons in show of
colors and styles We've go. ,
hundreds of tFie newest sunf
dress styles waiting fo4
your selection in bngh
summer colors Select fr
iumor and missy styles a
18.00 to 48.00. Hurry in to,
Bright'S today'
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Regina Cook
Is Honored
tVith Shower

AT ITS FINEST
*Lobster *Stuffed Shrimp
*Breaded Shrimp *Peeled Shrimp
*Raw Oysters *Breaded Oysters
*Crab *Scallops *Fish Fillets
*Many Other Seafood Delicacies

Captain Jimmy's

Special

Seafood Platter
$1 99

ONE DAY ONLY
Special

Lobster Tail
Royal
$239

-

•

-r

Storewide

ton, Texas.

,
STUDENTS IN music classes of Mrs. Linda Stalls at
Calloway Elementary School
presented their spring program. Piano accompaniment was by Miss Tonya McCuiston,
an eighth grader. The second grade presented the "Three Bears" and "Gingerbread
Man" using Orff instruments; the third grade sang tunes from "Mary Poppins;" the fourth grade performed "Sakurar the fifth grade sang "Simple Gifts" and "Swing Low,Sweet
Chariot' the sixth and eighth grades did early American songs and a medley of
popular songs. Pictured, left to right, back row, John Rhodes, Kenny Knigins, Charles
Parrish, Dean Martin, Charles Turley, Alan Houston, Angie Houston, Kim Byrne, Laura
McKinny, Dennis Sheppherd, Steve Swift, Joe Morgan; middle row, Anita Hill, Karen
Williams,Jennifer Cochran, Tammy Lusk, Teresa Smith, Charlie Morris, Angela Marshall,
Lisa Meyers, Patricia Downer front row, Lisa Webb, Pam Collins, Cathy Johnson,
Daysha Smith, Gerald McCuiston, Amy McCage, and Lynn Prescott.

DON"T-MI55411#S-OPPORItiNfTY-TOttti
14tSFrGUIT SEAMOITAT fat LOWEST PRICE

EACH

Simply
smashing,
splashing

ther delightful courtesy
ed to Miss Regina Cook,
-elect
Mike
of
henson, was a personal
shaireer given by Kathy
Handing, Teri Ric, Theresa
Dotter, Kathie Broach, Kathy
Hangrove, and Teesa Lilly at
the,4'community room of the
Mutray Federal Savings and Building on Tuesday,
23, at 7:30 p.m.
honoree, wearing a
ted tiered shirt and white
blouse, was presented
a corsage of talisman
and white themes. Her
r, Mrs. Bob Cook, and
he mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Ch rles Stephenson, were
pr
ted with corsages of
sill sprint daisies and baby's
th.
freshments of sandwi hes, cookies, brownies,
an iced tea were served from
a *We covered with apricot
lace cloths and centered
uquet of white
agrinly

swimsuits!

Make o big ealath On sun.
'drenched shores this summer
in eye-popping swimsuits
from Bright's super
collection Our esCitina
new suits come in
terrific assortment of
colors and
fabrics that really turn
on the sun What's 0 body
to do but turn tan> Choose
horn juniOr and missy
styles

one that's just

right for

you ProCe5 at

10.00,. 34.00

• ••

•
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eases presented the
„ A ...blue..floral.—
irty-two persons were
resent or sent gifts.
he phoebe is a member 01
American flycatcher fami-

We now carry
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Sun-Care products!
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,-Let's Stay Well

Cook-Stephenson Vows To Be Read Saturday

By F J L Blasuigarne. MD

Loose Bowels Or Constipation
Can Indicate Serious Trouble
Q. Mr. V.C., 58 years of
age. writes to ask advice
about changes in his bowel
habits. He has been regular for years in his going to
stool, but in recent
Months, he has had unexplained episodes of loose,
bloody bowel movements,
occasionally followed by
bouts of ('onstipation. He
made a trip to Mexico and
had a severe case of diarrhea while traveling in
that country, as did several others in the, same
group. He aoiliders if his
present trouble could be
the result of the infection

he had in Mexico.
A: At your age, especially after having been
regular for years in your
bowel habits and after
your recent episodes of
loose, bloody stools, I feel
that you should be somewhat alarmed. It would be
wise to assiune that you
have a,serious organic disease of your colon i large
intestine) or rectum, even
cancer, until you prove
otherwise.
You should see a physician promptly and have an
examination. With - your
history, he will probably

ONLY

advise you to have stool
examination and special
studies of your large intestine with a proctoscope or
fiberscope to inspect the
lining of the bowel. He will
remove a small piece of
suspicious tissue for microscopic study. X-rays
may also be needed.
If you have a tumor, the
outlook may be fairly good
for removal and cure. The
colon and rectum are the
most common site of
malignant growths in the
digestive tract. Because of
the anatomy, the diseased
portion and the nearby

114
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Portrait
No Appointment NecessaryFull Selection of Poses
No Age Limit
All Work Guaranteed
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P•r P•rson -I Pon Fontill.
AJditt•n•I SuSi•cts 53.95
Gr•upi SI.S9 P•r P•rson

Never Before At This Price

June 2 & 3
Fri & Sat.

Begley Drugs
Murray, Ky.
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Photo Hrs,
11-2, 3-6

lymph nodes can be
removed, and the healthy
ends often sewed togetheji .
The bowel in many case
can be restored to norma
function. However, the location of some tumors requires a colostomy.
Let me repeat that you
should arrange to have
examinations at an early
date and proceed with appropriate treatment.
EXERCISE DOES NOT
REDISTRIBUTE FAT
Q: Ms. A.T. wants to
know about exercises,
which will help to distribute her fat more evenly,
especially that on her
lower abdomen and buttocks.
A: Exercise cannot help
to redistribute fatty tissue
In fact, fat has no tissue in
it which contracts. Contraction is solely in your
muscles.
Of course, improving
your muscular strength
and tone can lessen the
bulging of your muscles,
such as in your abdominal
wall. Almost any exercise
that tightens these abdominal muscles will be helpful.
For example, lie on your
back and slowly raise one
lower limb from the Mar
with your knee straight.
Next, do the same with the
opposite lower limb several times, followed by elevating both lower limbs off
the floor to about a 45
degree angle from the
floor. Also, exercises,
which twist the trunk while
you are standing,. will
tighten your abdominal
muscles. Bulging will
lessen as they strengthen.
It is essential and important that you keep your
weight near normal by sensible intake of food and
gradually remove any excess fat that is under your
skin.

The wedding of Miss Regina
will be theRev. Ron Hamn
Cook, daughter of Mr. and
and the Rev. James Garland
Mrs. Bob Cook of Hazel, and
with musical selections to be
Mike Stephenson, son of Mr.
presented by Mrs. John White,
and Mrs. Charles Stephenson
soloist, and Mrs. Calvin Key,
of Murray, will take place on
pianist.
Saturday, June 3, at 7:31) p.m.
Miss Cook has chosen Miss
at the Memorial Baptist
Kathy Harding as her maid of
Church in Murray.
honor. Bridesmaids will be
Officiating at the ceremony 'sirs.
Paula Duncan, sister of
the bride-elect, Miss Theresa

Oberui Hale Leader

Dover, and Miss Teri Rice.
Serving Mr. Stephenson as
best Man will be Steve Winchester. Groomsmen will be
David Stephenson, brother of
the
groom-elect, Keith
Tabers, and Bo McDougal.
Ushers will be George Ligon
and Ricky Burkeen.
Presiding at the guest
register will be Mrs. Ricky

Burkeen, sister of the groomelect, Miss Kim Spearry, and
Miss Tiffany Duncan, niece of
the bride-elect.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relativet of
the couple are invited to attend the .wedding and the
reception.

OfProgram-For
The Goshen UMW

There Is A
New Janitorial
Service In Town

Goshen
The
United
Methodist Church Women
observed the call to prayer
and sell-denial with a special
service at the church on May
tenth at seven p.m. The
program opened with the
group singing "0 For A
Thousand Tongues To Sing."
Obena Hale, program
leader,introduced the subject,
.6Be Thou My Vision," a
worship service written for
this special time. She was
assisted in the presentation by
Kathryn Ray and Debbie
Woods.

Consolidated
Building
Maintenance

A solo, "Open My Eyes That
I May See," was sung by
Tonya Elkins, accompanied
by Jo Reeder at the organ. A
special offering was taken at
the close ofthe program.
Norma Edwards presided.
Plans were made for making
drapes for the fellowship hall.
The church homecoming was
announced for May 28 and the
Vacation Bible School was
planned for June 5 to 9.
Refreshments were served
by Linda White and Jo Reeder
to the twenty-three members
present.
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Looking Back

Many Have Dreams"
OfMaking It Big 4\,
LOUISVILLE...Ky.(AP)- The path
to -a booking agent's office is littered
with the dreams of those who didn't
make it to the top.
Why, then, do people like Park Crain
keep trying?
"Music is the number one thing in my
life," he explained. "The first night I
heard the Beatles play, a light flipped
on inside of me."
Crain, who was 14 at the time,
grabbed a tennis racket, pretended he
had a guitar and began composing his
own tunes.
My mother wasn't impressed. She
felt I should concentrate on my studies
and find a career where I was guaranteed a paycheck every week."
But teen-agers can be persuasive.
Mrs. Crain finally threw up her hands
in surrender and purchased an instrument for her son. It wasn't the one
he had in Mind.
"She came back to our Elizabethtown
home with a six string guitar. I believed
I could do better and be more comfortable with a bass. That's where my heart
was so we returned to the store and
made the exchange."
With no background imnida1iihad to teach himself to play'- a task
that took years.
He moved to Louisville, accepted
employment as a carpenter, and at
night haunted the clubs looking for
something "almost impossible to find.
"I was hoping to run across four other
guys who, like myself, would be interested in writing and performing
original songs. I wanted to develop a
new sound."

10 Years Ago

Approximately 16 mf
i ths ago,
Crain's search ended: he d the former members of the "Eas er Island,"
combo joined forces.
"It's taken us a year to compose six
tunes and store them on tape," Crain
said. "We dipped into our pockets to
pay the recording studios."
The new sound is a melange of rock
'n' roll and "bits and pieces of
everything else you may have heard,
including the classics.
"The music is fluid -- illusionary,
relaxing. It's not the kind of stuff you
have to get drunk, boogie or become
a
rowdy to enjoy."
Basically, said Crain,"we have been
doing what other musicians are afraid
of doing. The kind of thing agents and
club owners are reluctant to allow.
///
liar-:7•
C.0.1 IMMO 110.•fts
They tend to stay with bands that grind
out 'copy' music - songs that are
repeated day-after-day on radio and
television." •
By '111.r.t,arrott
Crain's group performed its first
mini-concert recently and was encouraged by the reaction.
"Getting the pu'.)lic to say they like
you is tough, but I think we are making
'progress. Sure, there werea few
-hecklers in the audience but you ignore
them. Most people seemed to be at ease
with themselves. They were a part of
the music."
'It was where you said 'yes, ma'am'
Margaret Bingham Galloway, my
speaking, boiling mad. But even in
A Los Angeles company is interested
arid to, ma'am'to your elders and you
good friend and former classmate at
anger,sometimes there has to be some
in cutting and marketing a record of
thought long and hard before doing
Mayfield High School and here at
semblance of cooperation.
"Easter Island's" originals. If the deal
anything to tarnish the family name.
Murray State, is grateful for having
She had to have her dress zipped up In
goes through, Crain, now 26, expects to
These qualities were as much of our
lived her early years during the trying
the back. And, since her mean nasty
cash in on his dream.
upbringing as fried chicken, turnip
times of the 1930s, the Depression
husband was the only one available, she
"It began when I picked up that
greens and cornbread.
Years.
wordlessly backed up to him and
tennis racquet years ago and started
"True, as children we knew nothing
retired
a
now
Margaret,
motioned to her zipper.
strumming away."
but to conform, to listen and adhere to
newspaperwoman living in Arlington,
"I'll show you ripping," he thought,
what our parents told us. And it was
Tex., writes about her young years in
and roughly whipped it up and down,
seldom we ever gave serious thought
Mayfield and Murray in a little book
7717727272 M7.7277721 77.77772the world outside our city limits. For a
which has just been released,
ZZZ. And clunk! It jammed. All the
"Ancestors and Appetites."
few short years, anyway, I'm grateful I
pulling and tugging wouldn't make it
"I often think back to what my Great
had this type of upbringing."
budge and they had to cut her out of her
Aunt Sally Hunt, a genteel southern
Margaret is back in Texas now with
favorite dress, which didn't make the
lady If ever there was one, said to me
her family. A son, Randy, is a Dallas
little woman any happier with her
about the Depression days," she writes.
Morning News sports writer assigned to
husband. She was late for work.
"Honey, we don't have much of
the World Champion Dallas Cowboys in
+++
anything left, but there's one thing for
football and the Texas Rangers in
All day long she did a slow burn.
personal purposes were used also by sure. We'll always have our ancestors
ma,jeague baseball. She left four
When she came home at the end of the
Atkins, who gave the state a $456 check and our appetites." That's where
cop
her book with me just in case
day, she was headed through their
which Finance Secretary Russell Margaret, cleverly picked up the title - any of
attached garage going into the kitchen
rer friends in this area would
McClure is holding indefinitely, pen- for her book.
when she noticed hubby's feet sticking
like to Jiave one.
ding what he calls many probable
In its foreword, Margaret, who was
out from under the family car. He was
+++
additional personal trips for which back in Mayfield a couple weeks ago
fixing something underneath and
Russ Metz, who publishes the Bath
Atkins may owe.
with some advance copies of her book,
County Outlook over at Owingsville in
hadn't noticed her arrival.
IA. Gov. Thelma Stovall, a non- writes:
Eastern Kentucky is one of the real
"Aha!" a little devil whispered in her
administration Democratic candidate
."Home to me in the thirties was
pros when it comes to these human
ear."Let's show him how rough he was
for governor in 19?9, said she has paid Mayfield, a typical southern treeinterest columns in the newspaper.
with my zipper!"
for any personal trips taken.
shaded town, deep in western KenPapers all over the state, especially the
She knelt down, gabbed the zipper in
State Commerce Commissioner tucicy. Though our state is generally
weeklies, are consistently lifting
his
pants and whipped it up and down,
Terry McBrayer, the administration's referred to as a border state, to me and
something out of his column just as I
1Zz7777777 zrzzzrizzz rzzzzzzzzz! then
preference for governor, has declined to my ancestors, it couldn't have been
am going to do here.
she proudly marched into the houseto pay for his young son on a few trips more southern.
The other day in one of the papers
only to find her husband sitting at the
which- he said were official business.
'It wasn't just a place on the map but
which cross our desks at the university
kitchen
table sipping a cup of coffee.
Meantime, the governor has refused a definite way of life, as they say about
we came across this story in a Metz
"Who," she screamed,"is that under
interviews on his personal use of the the South. It was where you learned,
column.
our car?"
craft and also has declined to answer among other things, the importance
of
There was this young couple having a
"That's Tom, our next-door neighwritten questions.
being well-bred, of trying to keep the
big fight one morning. And going their
bor," explaii$11X1 her husband. "I asked
Carroll has referred to the conGolden Rule and to hold on to moral separate ways to work without
him to help me put a muffler on the
troversy as a tempest over nothing and
values.
car."
his followers have accused Atkins of
+
creating the issue for political gain.
By S.V. SUPPIAH
The young wife was terribly emThe auditor in turn has said the An AP News Analysis
Associated Press Writer
barrassed and begged her husband to
matter boils down to a moral question
explain her actions to Tom. He went out
and the need for a clear state policy on
to the garage and called for him to
plane use.
crawl out from under the car.
Nothing in the statutes currently
But he didn't answer,so they dragged
seems to cover the conduct of air trips
him out only to find him uncelhscious
of any nature by top state officials,
and bleeding from slamming his head
least of all the governor.
into the underside of the car when he
got the zipping of his life.

Garrott's Galley

'Yes, Ma'am'and 'No, Ma'am'
In'AncestorgAnd Appetites'

LRC To Receive
State Plane Trips
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The
.
'1980
Legislature inevitably will have to
handle questions over use of the state's
13 aircraft, and the first small step will
be taken Friday.
That's when the Legislative Research
Commission convaagisAo hear about air _
trips by Gov. Julian Carroll and his
family.
The bipartisan leadership of the
General Assembly is expected by then
to have on hand a letter from Carroll
asking it to review policies on such usage.
Democrats dominate the LRC and
Carroll also is a Democrat, as is state
Auditor George Atkins who has been in
the forefront of criticism of Carroll's
handling of plane trips and is finishing
an audit of the situation.
Kentucky Republicans, after a trief
surge of denunciation, generally have
been keeping a low profile in the
dispute.
Almost a decade ago, former GOP
Gov. Louie Nunn underwent criticism,
too, after buying a large plane that
could not use many state airports.
The II1C last month delayed consideratioo of a Republican member's
motion to study policy on use of planes,
but one source indicated Wednesday
that Carroll's letter would receive a
more positive reception.
Sen. Clyde Middleton, R-Covington,
unsuccessfully requested a staff study
of a series of questions which he posed.
On straight partisan lines, the LRC
voted 7-5 to delay consideration for a
month, which prompted Middleton to
quip,"it's all right to take it up in June,
but not this month."
The new controversy over state
planes began about two months ago
when it was learned that the governor,
his family and friends had flown to the
Bahamas on vacation without
publicizing the fact.
Subsequently, four flights to the
islands during the past 16 months have
been confirmed and Atkins, a political
foe of the Carroll Administration, has
called for the governor to pay for
personal trips - which Carroll has
refused to do.
The story since has come out in bits
and pieces of disclosures by various
sources that state planes for possible
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Many Chinese Are
Leaving Vietnam

Bible Thought
. . Seek the Lord, . . . and find
him, though he be not far from every
one of us: Acts 17:27
The Lord is never far away He is
as close to you as a prayer. Call upon
him today to be your Lord ,

WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
•Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
1327 Dirkeen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C, 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may I:4r reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly -is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Fr_ankfort, _ Ky. .40(nl.
serving Calloway County are
_SegkrRicbard Wciaeriberger
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky, 42066
Rep. Kenneth(' Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

SINGAPORE (API - Because their
populations include • about 14 million
people of Chinese origin, Southeast
Asia's non-Communist governments
are concerned about the reason for
China's sharp reaction to the accelerated flight of ethnic Chinese from
Vietnam.
Many observers believe the exodus is
voluntary and due more to the Vietnamese Communists' nationalization of
private enterprise, something the
Chinese Communists did years ago.
than to expulsion and persecution as
charged by Peking
Why,then, is the Chinese government
making such a quarrel, and with
another Communist government? IVit
trying to be a guardian to ethnic
Chinese everywhere, even though it
does not recognize dual nationality'
And is it scheming to make the ethnic
Chinese a fifth column for Peking.
something Southeast Asia's antiCommunists have always feared.
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There are about 4 million ethnic
Chinese in Malaysia, 3 million in
Thailand, 3 million in Indonesia, 2
million in the Philippines, 1.5 million in
Singapore, where they constitute threefourths of the population, and about
500,000 in Burma.
The majority have become citizens in
these countries. But the other ethnic
groups are still suspicious of them
because of two things. They rarely
assimilate with the others. And they
have maintained the commanding
Position they established years ago in
finance, shipping, commerce and industry because of their acumen' and
hard work and the indifference of the
other peoples.
There were an estimated 1.5 million
ethnic Chinese in Soutle Vietnam when
the Communists won the Vietnam War
three years ago. Some of them fled
from North Vietnam in 1954 when the
Communists won there. They were
410pkeepers, businessmen and traders
*id controlled much of the commercial
le.They and the Vietnamese were also
*ifs to 2,000 years of enmity and
clistrust between the Vietnamese and
their northern neighbors, who ruled
them from 214 B.C. until 1428.
China claims that the Vietnamese
4tivernment has expelled more than
SAO of these ethnic Chinese since
Bui observers in Southeast Asia
.BY Chinese shopkeepers and busilessmen have been fleeing since the
Communist takeover, and recent
measures to put an end to private enAntrim esselerated the exodus.
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Today is Thursday, June 1, the 152nd
day of 1978. There are 213 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
'
On this date in 1958, General Charles
de Gaulle became Premier of France.
On this date:
In 1533, Anne Boleyn was crowned
Queen of England.
In 1792, Kentucky joined the Union as
the 15th state.
In 1796, Tennessee became the 16th
state.
In 1801, the Mormon leader, Brigham
Young, was, born in Whitingharn,
Vermont.
In 1943, during World War IT, the
English actor, Leslie Howard, was
killed when a German plane shot down
the civilian aircraft he was aboard on a
flight from Lisbon to London.
In 1976, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that the Civil Service Commission may
not bar resident aliens from government jobs.
Ten years ago: Italian police and
student demonstrators were clashing in
Rome, Naples, Florence and Turin.
Five years ago: Premier George
Papadopoulos of Greece declared the
Greek monarchy abolished.
One year ago: An earthquake in
northern China was described by the
Peking government as the most deadly
in that country in more than four centuries, but details on ca,ualties were
DOI disclosed._

, 20 Years Ago
Eddie Neil Wells, Murray High
School class valedictorian of 1958 has
been named recipient of an Alumni
scholarship at Murray State College.
Army Pvt. Dalton Noel completed
eight weeks of basic combat training at
Fort Hood, Texas.
New officers of the Murray Lions
Club are Henry Fulton. Joe Pat James,
Bethel Richaraibri:- Citstle Parker,
James Rogers, Rob Ray, Bryan Tolley,
James Blalock, Frank Wainscott, and
Pete Panzera.
Mr. and Mrs. W.R. Weatherford of
Puryear, Tenn., willthold open house
today in celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary.
Elected as new officers of the
Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club are Mrs. Robert
Hahs, Mrs. H. J. Bryan, Mrs. Marvin
Wrather, and Mrs. Maurice Crass.

30 Years Ago
Senator Alben W. Barkley spoke at
the 25th annual commencement
exercise at Murray State College last
night. Degrees were granted to 222
persons.
The summer term of the Murray
Training School will open on June 7.
Terry Grant, Chad Stewart, Eli
Alexander, Harold Miller, Bill Rowlett,
Bill Hargis, and Robert Glin Jeffrey,
members of the Murray High School
Track Team, and Coaches Ty Holland,
Dub Russell, and Gordon Lindsey are
taking part in the Kentucky Track Meet
being held at Bellvue.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Carnie Hendon and
Layman Neale attended the Bi-annual
convention of the Kentucky Federation
of Post Office Clerks at Louisville May
29 and 30.
The Murray State College baseball
team won a doubleheader over Western
Kentucky College, Bowling Green.
Johnny Reagan, senior, pitched a one
hitter in the first game. Pitcher for the
second game was Charlie McKee.

Humanely Speaking

The Murray-Calloway County
Annirnal Shelter is now open and is
being operated by the Humane Society.
Operating hours are from 6:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and
Saturday at 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.
There will be a charge of $7.00 for
adopting a dog and $4.00 for a cat, a
society spokesman said. Distemper and
rabies shots will be given and the cost
for these is included in the adoption
charge. Donations above the normal
charges will be greatly needed and
appreciated, the spokesman added.
The address of the Animal Shelter is
105 East Sycamore Extended and the
phone number is 759-4141. The shelter is
listed in the phone book under Humane
Society.
We have several nice logs and cats at
the shelter, and a listing of these is as
follows:
1.-male German shepard, I b'2 years old.
black and silver
2.-gentle, friendly male dog, long
hair, small, brown with white and black
markings, soft brown eyes
3.-black labrador retriever puppies,
six weeks old, two male, two females
4.-male, mixed breed puppy, brown
six weeks old, very gentle
5.-young adult female dog. shiny black, long hair, medium sized
S.-adult mixed breed dog, cream
colored with brown-ears, medium sized
7.-female German shepard, brown,
medium sized
8.-female mixed breed dog, black,
white, and tan, medium sized
9.-female calico long haired cat, approximately one year old
10.-female calico cat, would be good
as a mouser for a farm
11.- four gray and white kittens, six
weeks old
"All of these animals desperately
need good homes because the Humane
Society will be forced to destroy them
after seven days," according to the
spokesman. "As undesirable
arid as _
_
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so much noise because it is
47* to isolate the men in Hanoi and
!brce them to follow China's lead rather
han that of the Soviet Union, Vietnam's
:laief ally. The Soviets are reported delighted by the quarrel because they
think it puts the Chinese Communists in
a bad light.
Making

V

Today In History

Army Capt. Thomas C. Evans
received the Bronze Star medal during
ceremonies in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Wright Cole,
age 82.
Jennifer Salmon is valedictorian and
Tony Sykes is salutatorian of the 1968
graduating class of Puryear High
School.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper has
been called as pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, Murray.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America were Debbie
Jones, Debbie Steele, and Kathy
Lockhart.
Mrs. Edwin Larson and daughter,
Freya and Celia, presented a program
of poetry at the meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Women's
Club.

Senator Richard Schweiker of Pennsylvania is 52 -years old. Former
baseball star Dean Chance is 37.
Thought for today • Education is. the..
ability to listen to almost anything
without losing your temper or your self
confidence - Robert Frost, American.
poet, 1874-1963.

necessity due to the flood of unwanted
animals that we are confronted with.
There are never enough good homes to
go around."
"Please come by the Shelter and take
one of our animals home with you. you
just might adopt one of the best frierabi
you ever had!" the spokesman said.
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Colt
Tryouts
Slated
Final tryouts for the Murray
!Colt League will be held at
110:30 am. Saturday in the old
•
!City Park
Boys and Girls ages 1S-141
awe eligible to play in the
!baseball league and all
vers must try out, even if
they played last year, a league
said
/be league will be made up
with three teams with games
being played on Tuesday and
Friday nights Each of the
teams will play two games
every third night of play. The
, schedule for the season is:
Tuesday. June 6-Tigers Vs.
Giants: Braves vs. Tigers. /
Friday, June 9-Braves va.
Tigers; Giants vs. Braves.
Tuesday, Aube13-Giants vs
Braves; Tigers vs. Giants.
- Friday, June 16-Braves vs.
; Tigers; Tigers vs. Giants.
_Tuesday, June hi-Giants,
vs. Braves; Braves vs. Giants.
Friday, June 23-Giants vs.
'Tigers; Braves vs. Giants
Tuesday, June r-Braves
, Vs. Tigers; Tigers vs. Giants
Firday, June 30-Braves vs.I
Giants: Tigers vs. Braves.
, Tuesday, July 11-Giants
1-vs. Tigers: Braves vs. Giants. ,
, Friday, July 14-Tigers vs.
Braves; Giants vs. Tigers.
Tuesday. July 18-Braves
vs. Giants; Tigers vs. Braves.
Friday. July 21-Giants vs..
Tigers: Braves vs. Giants.
The first game will begin at'
6 p.m. each evening and no
inning of the first game will
begin after a:30 p.m. A 2I-zhour limit on the second game
commences from the first
pitch.
The league will host the
Indiana. Michigan
and'
Kentucky regional tourr.ament August 4-6

B. A. S. S. Invitational Gets

1•
•

Underway On Kentucky Lake
•

i(e

TAGGED - A total of 360 bass were caught by fisherwiesi*
the B.A.S.S. Kentucky Invitetional Teersameet yesterday. Of
the 277 live bass released back into the lake, Jewry Magpie
(above), Murray Bass Club reeinlier, tagged 22S. The tagging
operation is part of Murray Bess ChM Prefect.

WEIGH-IN SCALES - L J. Hendon of Murray served as a tourofficial during the LASS. Kentucky Invitational Tour.
Renee yesterday, weighing in rite bulk of fish brought in by the
Rehm-mai_ by Scott, organizer end promoter of B.A.S.S., helps
P. check the weight of. big bass being placed on the scales.
ilanterat

HeuicWould Rather fiave One
Long And One Short On Mound

Manny night alber. htflt
pitches.
Orioles 3, Yankees 2
Wilesx, a reamer when the
Bhie lays ft, Red Sox 2
New York struck for a pair
mason began awl cluded an of second-inning runs on Chris
Toronto sent veteran
as the TVs:re "lase sow Chambliss' double, a walk tz southpaw Bill Lee packing
scattered eidm mibiradose Cliff Johnson and Paul Blair
with a six-run first inning and
hits and Mir Aurelio, double into the left field Jim Clancy breezed to his
Rochiguez's taperins hatted in corner. Ken Singleton hit a second straight victory with a
to a 34 wider, aver the game-tying homer id the 72-3-inning,
eight-strikeout
Brewers.
fourth, then Baltimore scored performance.
The shilmit kg 1111111azz, 4-2, the winning run without a hit
Otto Velez started the Blue
was the WO at bitiligleague in the fifth.
Jays' uprising with a two-run
career awl his -assisal with
Rick Dempsey reached irst double and Rick Bosetti ended
Detroit. He eleopei bite the when third baseman Graig it the same way.
startle( reastium Aged 25 and Nettles dropped his line drive
Royals 8, Mariners 3
has since *ma tor complete- for an error and Demnse7
Frank White and Amos )tis
game vielarks.
came around on a stolen. Pest slammed successive home
Could WilCUII be the new and two Ed Figueroa wild runs to open the fifth inning
ace -I don't Gish this club
for Kansas City and Paul
Australian Wins
really' has as ace at the
Splittorff scattered 11 Seattle
moment," he'said, shrugging
GREENVILLE,S.C.-Top- hits as the Royals climbed
off the suggestion. • • Our ace is seeded Steve Docherty of within one-half game of idle,
in Florida, trying to get his Australia outlasted North first-place Oakland in
the
predicted for the $300,000, 72- arm in shape,"
Carolina's John Joyce to West Division.
hole event. Indeed, the White Sox 17, Angels 2
remain undefeated after the
tournament has a history of Chicago lambasted the
second round of the Southers
sunny skies and hot, muggy Angels with an 11-run fifth Tennisehampionships_____
weather was the outlook -Tor inning, highlighted by basesSecond-ranked
Elliot
this year's competition. But loaded doubles by Chet Lemon
Teltscher
of California
weather is definitely a factor. and Bill Nahorodny.- Jorge
defeated
Bruce
"There are a whole lot of Orta added to the 22-hit White
F'1 o
etoerds.!i:ss;):r.
people who could win it," said Sox assault by getting four
Francisco Gonzalez defeated
Joe Inman, who won the singles and a homer, driving
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) Carlos Gomez of Florida, 6-4,
Kemper OrTeniii1976.
Almost 6-4, while fourthrarked Ferdie Mike Tully sat in the Hayward
runs.
in four
He added, "Bad weather overlooked in the offense was
Tay gen of Massachusetts Field stands and watched the
cuts down on the number of Steve Stone's five-hit pitching
defeated Haroom Ismael of sundrenched athletes warm
people who can win because for Chicago.
up for the NCAA Outdoor
Rhodesia,5-7,6-1, 7-5.
you have to be so strong to
Track and Field Champlay well then. But when it's
pionships, what he calls "the
hot and dry, distance is not as
, weirdest meet in the United
much a factor.
States."
"Plus, this is the kind of golf
Tully, 21, has known his
course on which you can make
share of weirdness lately.
Detroit 3, Milwaukee 0
By The Associated Press
up for a mediocre round. You
Two weeks ago, about 40
Baltimore 3, New York 2
AMERICAN LEAGUE
can shoot 74 one day and then
miles up the road from where
Chicago 17, California 2
EAST
come back and shoot 65. It's
the NCAA meets today, the
Pct. GB
Kansas City 8, Seattle 3
L
W
not tight around the greens. Bost
UCLA senior experienced his
.680
Only games scheduled
34 16
You're not standing up there NY
most frustrating day in pole
3
.630
Thursday's Games
29 17
with a two iron in your hand Detr
6
.565
Baltimore (Palmer 6-4) at vaulting.
26 20
looking at water on the left Milw
He just shakes his head
8/
1
2 --New York (Beattie 2-0)
.511
22 22
and bunkers on the right and Balt
.479 10
Milwaukee (Sorenson 6-3) at when he talks about that day
23 25
scared to hit. You've got big Clev
in Corvallis at the Pacific-8
1
2 Detroit (Slaton 4-2),(n I
.467 10/
21 24
greens and the bunkers aren't Toro
.354 16
Seattle ( McLaughlin 0-2) at Championships when he may
17 41
that hard to play out of so you
WEST
Kansas City (Splittorff 5-4-,(n or may not have set a world
can just go ahead and fire Oak!
Minnesota (Goltz 1-3) at record at 18-8N.
.574'
27 20
away."
"I don't know if it will count
.568
Texas(Alexander 4-3), In
KC
25 19
Inman joins a crowded field Cal
11
/
2 Only games scheduled Fri- or not," he said. "I've heard 10
.543
25 21
of players to watch in the Tex
different stories."
.511
3
day's Games
23 22
Kemper Open. Defending Minn
What happened was this:
Texas at Toronto, In)
.404
8
19 28
champion Torn Weiskopf is Chi
Minnesota at Detroit,(n)
.378
9
17 28
back, along with Lee Trevino, Seat
.340 111
/
2 Cleveland at Milwaukee,(n)
17 33
Gary Player, Gene Littler,
Chicago at Kansas City, in)
Wednesday's Games- -- Arnold Palmer, Ray Floyd
Boston at California,(n)
Toronto 6, Boston 2
and Hale Irwin. •
New York at Oakland,(n)
Baltimore at Seattle, (n)

By BRUCE Lown-r , AP Sports Writer
Ralph Houk knows the keg
and the short of it.. and he'd
rather have oneof each. Still,
he'll settle for a refugee from
the bullpen if it'll keep the
Detroit Tigers together. '
One outstanding long man
and one outstanding short
man win pennants - not
starters. And I know because
I've been there," the Tigers'
beleaguered manager said

First Round Of Kemper
Open Scheduled Today
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(APIWith the first round- of the
Kemper Open golf tournament
set for today, some of the
golfers on the 7,160-yard, par72 Quail Hollow Country Club
course will keep an eye on the
sky.
. Not that bad weather is

tett-Waffler,
Former Student
Here, Honored
Brett Warner, a former
Murray High School student
Who is now attending Valdosta
High School, Valdosta, Ga.,
was honored May 22 at the
school's all-sports banquet as
the most valuable player on
the high school tennis team.
His 6-2 season record and his
sixth seeding in the regional
tournament was the highest
individual performance of the
season for a Valdosta player.
The Valdosta High spring
sports program won the
Region I, AAA all-sports
trophy for the third time in the
four-year history of the
award. The school has an
enrollment of 2,500 students.
Brett is the son of Mrs.
Dolores C. Littlejohn of
Valdosta and Dr. Charles G.
Warner, Jr. of Murray., .

A sweltering hot day
exhausted the field of 188 pro
bass fishermen from 25 states
Wednesday during the first leg
caught three-day Bass Angler
Sportsman's Society
(B.A.S.S.) Kentucky
Invitational Tournament.
Pros and amateurs alike
showed signs of fatigue during
the late afternoon weigh-in at
Sportsman's Lodge in the
Jonathan Creek area of
Kentucky Lake. Some had
cought fish and some had not.
Shorty
Evans, a
pro
bassin'
man
from
Missouri was one who-had. He
managed to bring in a daily
tournament limit of seven
bass which topped the scales
at an amazing 27 pounds 4
ounces.
Preceeding this 1978 Kentucky Lake B.A.S.S; Tournament is a story of Ray Scott,
organizer and promoter of the
bass fishing organization. It
was ten years ago that Mr.
Bass, as he is referred to, set
out to help preserve the sport
of fishing. Since then he has
built a 270,000 member
Alabama-based organization
dedicated to the bass fishing

Horse Show
Scheduled,
Chatanooga

The Lutheran School of
Chattanooga, Tenn. will
sponsor its Eighth Annual
Endowment Horse Show on
Saturday, June.3, with over
500 horses shown in the 41 or
more classes. These will inwalking,
gaited,
clude
racking, western; Arabian,
The summer season of the Murray-Calloway County.
pony and road pony.
Swim Association will begin June 6 at the city-county park
The Horse Show will take
pool. Practice session will be held from 8:00 a.m to 10:00
place at the Horse Show Inc.
a.m., Monday through Friday, and the season will be eight
Arena in Ooltewah, Tenn.
weeks in length. Meet dates will be announced later.
on
located
which
is
The program is open to youths between the ages of 6-18.
Georgetown Road.
Official swirn suits may be purchased at Dennison & Hunt
A show will start at 12:00
Sporting Goods; however, a team suit is not a
noon and an evening show will
requirement. Girls must wear one-piece suits.
start at 6:15 p. m. Meals will
The team will be coached by Jay Pitman, He is Red'.
be prepared and served all
Cross certified, a water safety instructor and a former
day on the grounds. There will
swim team competition. Pitman will be assisted by Keith
be a high point trophy to the
King and Kathy May who are Red Cross certified and
rider scoring the most points
have had competitive swimming experience.
during the entire show. There
The fee for the summer program will be $9.50. For
will be an "exhibitors only"
families with more than one child participating, the fees
drawing for an exquisite silver
will be adjusted to $7.50 for the second child and $5.50 for
champagne bucket. The
eachadditional child
Williams high Point Western
Horse Trophy will be awarded
as well as the Barney Roth Sr.
Memorial Challenge trophy in
EttglIstr-Pleasure.
Master of Ceremonies for
the show will be Barney Roth,
Jr. Ringmasters will be Sam
Munsey and Larry Roth. The
Tully started at 17 feet and
But Tully also looks out at judges will be the Hon.
didn't miss. After clinching the Hayward Field pole vault Temple Stephenson and the
first place, he asked that the pit and remembers the two Hon. Charles McDaniel. The
bar be set at :
one-half world records set there - by Co-Chairmen for the show are
inch above Dave Roberts' Roberts in 1976 in the Olympic Phil Von Schaaf and Edwin
Trials and by Bob Seagren in Lehman.
world mark.
For class sheets, and all
Tully made it, and as he was 1972.
The three-day NCAA meet other information, write or
walking away with his fists
held high, the bar dropped to began today with Texas-El call Mrs. Sandy Wilson, show
the ground. Track officials say Paso a slight favorite over secretary at 193 Cecil Lane,
the wind blew it off. Tully says Southern California in the Chattanooga, Tennessee 37412
or telephone 867-7091.
team competition.
the officials knocked it off.
Tully wouldn't predict a
firstplace finish in the NCAA
meet, let alone a world record,
even though he is the lone 18footer in a field struggling a
The New Service for Murray! A Hydraulic REBUILDING SHOP
foot below. He also cleared 18We rebuild your hydraulic or air cylinders, all types of
2/
1
2 in a dual meet here this
hydraulic or air jacks or lifts, pumps, control or selector
spring.
valves, porta-powers- whether your equipment be farm,

Swim Team Season
About To Begin

'Weirdest In The United States'

STANDINGS

B & J Hydraulics

TENNIS
PARIS - Sweden's Bjorn
Borg scored a 6-1, 6-1, 6-1
victory over France's Eric
Deblicker in the Frtnch Open
Tennis Championship.

construction, business or industrial, we can fill your
hydraulic needs.
Call Us At

436-2788
(menrt..0c.k4P.and delivery.can be arranged.
CmnP
Service calls available at your request.

First Mazda RX-7lot in Murray

Pro-Line Golf Equipment
For Men, Woman& Children)

Murray,Ey.
Ph. 753-2202
SALE
PRICE
Wilson 1200 Irons(9)
$249.60
Wilson Staff Irons(9)
$233.10
Lynx Master Irons I9 $242.00
Lynx Predator Irons(9)
• $282.00
Spalding TopFlite Irons(8)
$195.60
Spalding Executive Irons(8,
$205.20 Spalding Elite Irons(9)
$246.60
MacGregor JN-VIP Irons(9)
$273.00
Ping Irons(9)
$282.25
Power-Bilt Citation Irons(9)
$199.90
Ben Hogan Director Irons(9)
$225.00
Dunlop 111LaxpoWer Irons(8)
$160.00
Dunlop Maxfli Irons(8)
$195.00
First Flight PhD Irons(9)
$225.00
1.acheAstidins Beginnerset.
156-40_.
4t3
"nalt&tad'tm

with 27 pounds 4 ounces. The
top bass on his stringer of 7
live fish weighed in at 7
pounds 9 ounces, grabbing the
big bass honors for the day.

Following Shorty in the WI)
five places are Roland Martin,
19 pounds 5 ounces; Al Curtis,
18 pounds 2 ounces; J.D.
Skinner, 17 pounds 1 ounce;
and Al Greene, 14 pounds
even.
Members of the Murray
Bass Club are participating in
the tournament on both sides.
Hugh Massey, Don Jones, Red
Morris and Neil Stubblefield\
are fishing the tourney while
some of, their fellow club
members are helping with the
weigh-in procedures.
Tournament headquarters
is at the Sportsman's Lodge on
Jonathan Creek with weigh-in
at cp. m. Friday and Saturday. The top pros familiar to
the bass fishing fraternity will
be on hand for autographs and
pictures.

Tully Says4CAA MeetsOne Of

WINGFOOT GOLF SHOP

SALE! SALE! SALE: SALE! SALE!

sport and to educating the
American public on the
necessity of eliminating
polluterA from our lakes and
streams.
To help perpetuate fishable
populations of bass, Scott's
Bass Research Foundation
collects data from its own
studies and serves as an information center collecting
and exchanging findings with
other sources.
The "tournament trail" of
B.A.S.S, is a series of six
tournaments topped by a
$50,000 BASS; Masters
Classic. Top prize in the
Kentucky Invitational will be
worth $10,520, including $5,520
cash and a $5,000 Ranger bass
boat rig. The tournament's
biggest bass earns a $3,775
Ranger Bass Rig. The top 40
anglers share in the $44,000
plus prize fund.
•
The top five standings after
the first day of the tourney
show Shorty Evans at the top

SAVE
$01.15
USA
$101.10
$11.00
$94.40
$109.30
$VEN
$101.00
S100.75
$01.10
$02.90
$$2.00
$13.00
$108.00

Weeds Redwood Up
To $12.00 Per Set
(Most Slaw Brands
0/N
tlertithf
110011
Self Oak $12.15 let
(Pro Staff, Tiffeist,
Regan, Top Flit.,
lissfll, Tierney 11
Others)
Feet-Joy,
'tonic,
Royal, leder Other
Golf Skeet *5.10.1.
431.0111117

Carts, lass, Neadasvers. Gloves, grips, Petters, Umbrellas, Why _Glebe it
Ilea's/Ladies Ulf Wear (lied,PSA, Royal, David Smith, Rochelle Others)„:, .
UP TOGO% OFF
THE MOST EXCLUSIVE GOLF SHOP IN WEST KENTUCKY

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct. GB
24 20
.545 -Mont 25-22
.532
Vs
Phil
22 21 _ .512 11
/
2
NY
23 27'.460 4
Pitt
21 25
.457 4
SLou
18 31
.367 81
/
2
WEST
SFra
30 16
.652
_
Cinc
30 19
.612
11
/
2
LA
27 20
.574
31
/
2
SThe
21 26
447
911
Hous
20 25
444
g%
Atla
18 27
.400 111
/
2
Wednesday's Games
Montreal 9, Chicago 1 •
Pittsburgh 2, Philadelphia 1
Cincinnati 10, Atlanta 4
St.Louis 5, New York 4
Houston), San Francisco 0
San Diego 3,1.os Angeles I Thursday's Games
)jo games scheduled

X

V

•
111•••••••

411

•

San Francisco at Montreal,
Los Angeles at Philadelphia,
In)
San Diego at New-Yak, )
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati,(n)•
St.Louis at Houston,(n)

,Tomm.y-Carroll of Carroll V. W,-Mazda,800 Chestnut in Murray is
pictured delivering the first RX-7
Sports Car sold at the local dealership to Mr. and Mrs. Velva Hawks
feom Sedalia, Kentucky. The
RX-7 was introduced to the U. S. Market in May of this year.

NBA
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Valentine Smacks Three-Run Homer
And Cubs'Catcher In Montreal Win
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Montreal Expos outfielder
Ellis Valentine sounded a little
like the character played by
Peter Finch in the movie
"Network," who stuck his
head defiantly out the window
and hollered: "I'm mad as1
hell, and I'm not going to take
it anymore."
In the movie, Finch vented
his frustration by threatening
to commit suicide before
millions on national television.
Valentine vented his by

NBA Playoffs Moving Back To
Seattle's Cozy Little Stadium
SEATTLE (AP) — The
Seattle SuperSonics are going
back to their cozy little
Coliseum, which seats only a
fourth the number of people
held in the hall of horrors they
played in earlier this week.
And now the Washington
Bullets know they have one
more shot before their own .
hometown folks.
Almost as much attention
was lavished on the site of
Game 4 in the National
Basketball
Association
championship series —
Seattle's Kingdome — as on
the game itself Tuesday night.
For the Sonics, it was the
same floor on which they won
21 straight. But the court was
set up in the Kingdome, home
of the baseball Mariners, the
football Seahawks and the
soccer Sounders.
The
Sonics
weren't
scheduled to move into the
Kingdome until next season.
After Tuesday night's game,
they wished things had .gone
according to schedule.'
Game 5 of the best-of-seven

playoff finals will be played
Six of those points were put
Friday night at the Seattle on the scoreboard by the
Center Coliseum, the normal Bullet's No. 3 guard, Charles
15,000-seat home of the Softies. Johnson, who didn't have a job
A scheduling conflict Tuesday with Washington until Jan. 24.
forced them out.
"This is a game of opWith the series now tied 2-2, portunities," Johnson said
the Bullets know they'll be the after the win. "There is never
host for Game 6 at the Capital a plan to have someone take a
Centre in Landover, Md., shot — only to take good shots.
Sunday afternoon. If a seventh ,I got the good shots in overgame is necessary, it's back at time, and they were going in."
the Coliseum next Wednesday.
"CJ has been big help for
The Kingdome crowd of us," said Bullet's coach Dick
39,457 — the domed stadium Motta. "He's been through it
TORONTO (AP — Now
holds more than 60,000 — was all before, and there's no that Nancy Lopez isn't in
an NBA single-game at- substitute for experience. town, the scramble for the top
tendance record.
We'd be in trouble without prize can begin in earnest.
But the Sonics got caught him."
Lopez, the leading money
sightseeing, blew a 15-point
"CJ helps everyone out on winner this year on the Ladies
lead and barely managed a the court," said Bullets star Professional Golf Association
106-106 tie in regulation time. Elvin Hayes. "You want a tour with $96,448, is not
The Bullets won in overtime, player like that, who knows playing in this week's tour120-116.
•
what he's doing out there. I nament, which began today on
While the Sonics were don't see how any team could the hilly par 73, 6,265-yard St.
looking over their new court, let him go."
George's Golf and Country
they forgot about the Bullets
"You have to handle the Club course.
backcourt. Three Bullet pressure in the NBA," said
Although the tournament
guards helped direct the Johnson, who played with the has $100,000 in prize money —
overtime victory, with 12 of Golden State Warriors when $15,000 to the winner — Lopez
Washington's 14 points in_ the' they won the title in 1975. will not be on hand to shoot for
extra period.
"Some
the
of
most her fourth consecutive LPGA
emotionally stable people I victory. Lopez is honoring a
know are in the NBA. Of commitment to play an
course, some of the craziest exhibition match with men's
people I know are in the NBA, professional Tom Watson.
Beat the Fall Rush Call Now
So with Lopez away, the
too."
For Your Appointment With
girls will now play.
NBA Playoffs At A Glance
One who has a good shot at
Magic Nat Chimney Sweeps
. By The Associated Press
the top •prize is Penny Pulz,
Champiopship
'Chimney Ciedning
the No. 2 money-winner with
Best-of-Seven
Repair
and
-$54,916. •
Friday's Game
0/Vilma! Nests
Although Pulz, 25, a native
Washington at Seattle,
Removed
of Australia who makes her
series is 2-2.
home in California, has not
*Custom Fitted Bird Screens
Sunday's Game
won a tournament this year,
Seattle at Washington,(n)
she has been close many
Wednesday,June 7
times, with a second place in
Washington at Seattle, 9
the Winners Circle tourp.m., if necessary
nament and fourthplace

smacking a three-run homer
In Montreal's 9-1 victory over
the Chicago Cubs, then
smacking Cubs catcher Dave
Rader before 18,647 spectators
at Olympic Stadium Wednesday night.
-I'm just tired of being
thrown at," said Valentine.
"The last nine or 10 games,
they've been throwing at our
hitters. I'm fed up, and I'm not
taking it."
Small wonders With Wednesday night's victory, the
Expos have won Seven of their
past 10 games, outscoring the

soon stopped, Valentine was
ejected and no one was hurt.
Left-hander Rudy May, 5-5,
scattered five hits for the
victory. The Expos also
scored four unearned runs m
that fifth inning, two on second
baseman Manny Trillo's
throwing error, one on Andre
Dawson's single, and 'another
on Rader's throwing error.
Pirates 2, Phils 1
Phil Garner scored the
winning run when Phils pitcher Randy Lerch, 3-5, balked
him home in the first inning in

LPGA's Leading Money Winner
Lopez Not Playing This Week

CHIMNEY SWEEPING

finishes in the last two events.
To say that Pulz has
improved her game would be
an understatement. Her
career winnings over her first
four years on the tour
amounted to $44,932 and she
surpassed that after four
months this year.
.
"Sure it's the best start of
my career," Dulz said Wednesday."I've just been a more
consistent player than in the
past.
"I'm driving a lot better and
am hitting more greens and
consequently am getting a
better opportunity to make
birdie.''
Sooner or later, however,

Call 759-4878

tge trophy irrs..

smonies for
Barney Roth,
will be Sam
ry Roth. The
e the Hon. .
son and the
cDaniel. The
the show are
f and Edwin

opposition 58-72. They have
had 7-, 9-, 11-and 15-run games
in that string.
Wednesday's victory moved
Montreal within one-half
game of Chicago, still leading
the National League East.
Valentine's homer, his
sixth, came in the Expos'fourrun first inning. When he
came to bat in the fifth, Cubs
pitcher Dennis Lamp, 1-5,
threw Valentine two balls,
both low and inside.
When Valentine went after
Rader, both benches cleared.
The ruckus, however, was

*Opening June 1st

ets, and all
m, write or
Wilson, show
Cecil Lane,
ruiessee 37412
.7091.

CLARENCE
CLEARANCE

Clean:tip
arance

le

It's the Magnavox Clean-up Clearance Sale with Magnavox's
Clarence C. Clearance bringing you a clean sweep of savings
on our entire Magnavox line. Were clearing out our
Magnavox stock to make room for next year's models. You
can "clean-up" with terrific savings on new current models,
demonstrators, floor samples. discontinued models,
one-of-a-kinds, and more! Hurry over now to the sale with
savings that will sweep you off your feet!

Tire & Automotive Center
4th & Chestnut
Manager - Dick Overby

the name Lopez pops into the winner in 1975 when the
tournament was last played at
conversation.
St. George's. Carner won in a
"To admit that you're not playoff
against Carol Mane.
glad that she's not here this
Carner, of late, must feel
week would be crazy," Pulz like
that car rental add that
said with a laugh. "Seriously, used the
motto "we're No. 2
everybody on the tour loves but try
harder". In her last
Nancy. She's just great for the two starts
she Was nosed out
game.
by Lopez.
-However, she's on such a
Judy Rankin and Hollis
hot streak lately it's almost
Stacy, the defending ladies
scary. When you play against U.S. Open
champ are other
her you have to keep in the contenders,
along with Sandra
back of your mind the thought Post, a
native of Oakville,
that she is human and that Ontario,
who has played the
sooner or later she'll cool off." course
many times.
Others to be considered this
Post is the third leading
week are JoAnne Carner, the money winner on the 1978 tour.

an odd game in which none of
the runs was batted in. John
Candelaria, 5-6, got the victory.
Reds 10, Braves 4
Pete Rose and George
Foster eached homered in the
Reds' five-run third inning,
and Mike Lum added a solo
shot in the ninth to give Tom
Seaver, 5-4, his fourth straight
victory. Seaver went eight
innings and yielded nine hits,
including a two-run homer to
Biff Pocoroba.
Cards 5, Mets 4
Bob Forsch, 7-3, gave up six
hits in seven innings _before
getting relief help from Buddy
Schultz, and the Cards extended their winning streak to
three games. St. Louis scored
twice in the first inning when
John Stearns mishandled a
pitch by Mike Bruhert, 1-4,
and Ken Reitz hit an RBI
single.
Astros 1, Giants 0
Houston right-hander Mark
Lemongello, 5-5, outdueled
Vida Blue, 6-3, scattering
seven hits for his first major
league shutout. Jesus Alou
drove in the game's only run
with a sacrifice fly in the
ninth.
The loss was only the fourth
in the Giants' past 19 games.
Padres 3, Dodgers 1
Derrel Thomas singled
home two runs in the fourth,
and Bob Shirley,3-5, hurled 713 strong innings before giving
way to Rollie Fingers, who
collected his llth save. Doug
Rau,5-2, was the loser.

Service Manager-John Newberry

NO SHOP
types of

7 selector

. be farm,
fill your

Opening Day Special

nged.

Model 4310

FEDERAL
EXCISE
TAX

BR78-13
Whitewall
Fed. Ex. Tax
Of '1"

BR78-13
ER78-14
FR78-14
0R78-14
HR78-14
GR78-15
HR78-15
JR78-15
LR78-15

1.99
2.40
2.58
2.76
2.96
2.83
3.03
3.19
3.34

Complete

Road & Infield
Service •
p.hrittli Truck

4 Heavy Duty

Shocks

...with Automatic Fine Tuning, will bring
you an accurately tuned picture on any
channel UHF or VHF. Other features include the Precision In-Line Tube System— .
for brilliant color and a highly reliable,
energy-saving 100 percent solid-state
chasm's.

Whitewalls
Price
Each

45.00
50.46
53.17
54.93
58.99
55.80
58.15
62.57
66.15

Complete with Automatic Fine Tuning, this
beautifully crafted Magnovox will bring you accurately tuned pictures on any channel-UHF or
VHF. The also have a Super Bright Matrix Picture Tube for brilliant color pictures, plus a
highly reliable 100 percent solid-state chassis
Fine furniture styli.g, too. Exceptional valueseven without these special savings!

Tires
753-7575

Model 1725 will delight you with its performance
features...and its low price-Stereo Am-FM tuneramplifier-built-in 8-track playerrecordera utomatic changer (with dust coven -plus 1-way
tuned-vent speaker for rich, full bass.

PACA
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NOSPITAL NEWS

1

05-14-78
Adults 119
Nurser 11
Newborn Admissions
Baby Girl Collins t Martha ).
Rt. 1, Alm°. Baby Girl Taylor
Kay 1, Rt. 7, Murray, Bat:(
Donna), 506
Boy Snow
-Memoral Dr. Pans. In., Baby
Girl Hendley i Nancy), Rt. 7,
Mayfield:
Dismissals
Mrs. Bonnie L. Powers and
Baby Boy. 121 Apts.. Murray.
Miss Laurie A. Miller, Rt. 1
Farmington, Mrs. Donna L.
Harrington and Baby Boy, Rt.
1 Sedalia, Mrs. Alma L.
Crouch. P. 0. Box 452, Paris,
In., Mrs. Marcia D. Noel, Rt.
1, Alm°, Mrs. 'Bonnie L.
Joy-her, Rt 2 McKenzie, In.,
Mrs. Betty L. Pool, Rt. 5
-- Mrs. Evan B.
Towery, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Floy E. Herndon, 406 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs. Ovie Galloway,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Vesta K.
Bratton, 316 Norgh Porter,
Paris, Tn., Robert Kirks, 203
E. Maple, Murray, Mrs. Betty
Jones. Rt. 3, Murray. Paul S.
Vonschoech Sr. Rt. 6, Murray,
W.0. Hatcher, Rt. 2, Murray.
Mrs. Opal McCuiston, 503
Olive, Murray. Mrs. Zera P.
Jones, 907 Pogue, Murray,
Mrs. Gladys Raspberry,
Hazel.
05-15-78
Adults 130
Nursery 14
No Newborns Listed
Dismissals
Miss Liddie C. Turley, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mary C. Hornbuckle,
213 Spruce, Murray, Taz
Thornton, 902 Story, Murray,
Robert E. Daniel Jr., 1660
College Terrace, Murray Miss
Tern L. Tabers, 2214
Gatesborougb, Murray, Mrs.
Eva Odella Lee, Rt. I, Alm°,
Mrs. Robbie Milstead, Box
132, Hazel, Barney Crew,
Crestview Nursing P. 0. Box
3, Pans, In. Comrnine E.
Cain. Rt. 1, Almo, Starkie C.
Colson Sr., Rt. 1, Alm°.
05-16-78
Adults: 130
Newborns; 14
Newborn Admisilso.
Baby Girl Christopher
(Mother Eleanor), 1705
Johnson, Murray, Baby Boy
Alexander (Mother Norma-,
Cooks Tr. Park, Paris, Tn.
Dimissals
Mrs. Pamela J. Curd and
Baby Boy, 1)-5 Fox Meadows
Tr. Ct., Murray. Mrs. Linda H.
Riggs and Baby Girl, 512
College Ctrs., Murray, Bobby
Ford, Box 74 Dexter, H. C.
Denham, Belair Center,
Murray, Randall Patterson,
Box 153, Hazel, Mrs. Betty J.
Williams, Route 3, Murray
Mrs. Dorothy Jean Hunt, 505
Depot, Paris, In. Mrs. Linda
J. Hendon, Box 535, Cadiz,
Debra K. Jackson, 23 Brand,
Mayfield, Galon T. Bell, Route
3 Benton, Thomas N. Pittrnan,
806 Broad. Murray, Mrs. Alice
B. Purdorn, 302 North 10th,
Murray, Mrs. Buford Downey,
Route 8, Murray. Thopes;
Blair, Route 1. Farmington,
Mrs. Sanova Dodd, Route 4,
Murray, Mrs. Mable J.
Rogers, 1639 Farmer, Murray.
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OUTDOOR

STEEL
CHAIR

Attractive outdoor chair with one-piece
tubular steel frame and contoured
steel seat and back. Choose green,
yellow or red

R05
MER

Th• pciac
sallvertm•
svanClable
caandlul
Maus• n
be used
▪••sal
ko nu*
dwindle.
Pandibly
inlent100
PO•cy

Central Shopping
Center
9-9 Mon-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Prices Good
Thursday thru
Sunday

•

KEEP YOUR RADIATOR
CLEAN AND COOL
Choose 3 tine cultivator, narrow
bladed transplanter, or wide
bladed trowel All with easy-grip
plastic handles

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

496

Preatore, manes it
easy tc proteasionilltg
back -Nan your cooling

EACH

Strong, yet lightweight
tubular construction wide strap
with
ping
Features
non-hlt
legs •
in
Comes
bright colors

system -Ea.% to 05..0

Features sturdy casing, carry
handle and easy-flick switch Comes with 8-volt battery.

Flush awa, all that built-up rust and
residue r of your entire cooling
system 0,- new Prestoneg Super
Flush 22 huld ounces_

340,008 TONS
OF FISH
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
AP) — More than 340,000 tons
of fish and shellfish were
caught in Argentine waters during 1977, a 25 percent jump
from the previous year, says
the Economy Ministry.
Of the total, 265,000 tons were
processed as frozen fish and
fillets for export, resulting 'in
150,000 net tons, for an export
value of some 180 million.
Argentina sold 13,000 tons to
its principal market, the United
, States, followed by Spain,
France. Italy and Japan.
NOP

20-GAL.
GARBAGE

CAN
99

WYLI
Useful for home, office, car;
boat, camper, or shop
Snap/locks into dust pan.
Split-bp "magnetic" action.

Fights freeze ups Fights
bod-overs. Fights rust and
IPGQ11111-demeging corrosion

SPEC
PRI(

Oae.cpalon

We have a

BUILDERS
PLAN

REG
227

Relax anb
Enjoy the
Summer Sun..'.
411k
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Your Individual
Horoscope

FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 2, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Reflexes, intuition and
business acumen should be keen
now. Especially favored under
day's influences; research,
merchandising, all business
transactions. #

erl=t

Prices Good
Thursday thru
Friday

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
The pokey OfDile* WI to 71.06 every
atherwlued Nem n stock 11 to, scone Ler
avoided* reason the airertleed
auntie. a not in 110001K, noes• wa
*Sue S rain check on moue* that cat
be used to purchase the thercherkase
a tat sae price when Si. rnwchereles
* ensemble. or °MPS/lb* 1,*.
mJiam. w4 be offered a • cons
owatSy reduoect ono* if le the honest
intention of Flowes to tack-up our
policy of "Setafactan Guinness*
•

TAURUS
t Apr. 21 to May 21) d€,
Day calls for your best
judgment. You may feel
"lukewarm" about some
suggestions made, but look into
them anyway. They COULD
prove of value.

n••0'

LADIES

SUMMER

TOPS

Central Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

JUST SAY

.CONCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Fine influences! Enterprise,
resourcefulness and initiative
should spark the day and give
you a brand-new outlook on all
activities.

"CHARGE IT"
EACH
100%
'puil overnyion

tank tops
to
Shorts
or jeans, slacks,
styles in
skirts. Su
cool
mmery
solids.
Ladies'-looking
or
siies S,Prints
M. or L.
EA

le

REG.
.77
in
Shampoo
ktquid Prellbottle. LeaveS
Thick, rich
shatterproof manageable.
the ney4 shiny and
your hair inc,Ps
-fliiiri

OV

Ready to use soil, sterilizeil-to prevent disease Roses own brand.
24b. beg.

Save $29 on the
Char-Broil® Gas
Grill and cook-out
tonight ---

REG.

A gas grill designed for tuft-size, family size coto
convenience
14 x 22 cooking area allows )
to cook for as few or as many as
please Features mobile patio base 20 lb LP t) •
hose & regulator and no nstaliation is required
you can cook out tonight

'*

Cheez.
-oz. 'Taco 6-02
Choose 3Cheezets,
or
els,3-oz. Crackers FreSP,
Freshee
to( parties
crunchy 9naCksnet weights.
Alt
or anytime

Save 6°' on Hammock
with all steel stand...
SPECIAL
I
PRICE

Dark
2.87
the tanning oil or
lands.natural tan oflotion for
the iEfoth_in 8
s
-fluid
unbreakable
bottles. ounce

'

WYLER'S DRINK
MIX

GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Others may be overly
aggressive, pressing for their
rights" to the exclusion of
yours. Watch your own interests. Don't let anyone push
you ardtmd.

All steel stand supports 30 x 76" Polyester
bedway with fringe,10" pillow included

38

LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Be prepared for competition,
opposition to your plans. If
aware that these exist, you can
start the day with the premise
that you CAN manage them —
and you will!

St

VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
More gains indicated than you
may anticipate. But there will
be SOME obstacles, so pick
your -way
alertly
and
cautiously, but without anxiety.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 22; Z—Lrl
Searching for offbeat avenues
toward achievement could lead
you astray now. Do the best you
can in your own field and gains
will be yours.
SCORPIO
tOct. 24 to Nov. 22(
Patience will be needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on the
whole, has a big potential.
Avoid undue haste, anxiety.
You CAN deliver the goods.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Several chances to do better
.than usual. Take advantage of
all worthwhile opportunities. A
good period in which to
revitalize methods.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20;
Admonitions for this day.
Don't be so overly cautious that
you lose out on advantages, and
don't rely on help from anyone.
This is a period in which your
own grit must see you through.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Mixed influences. Avoid
overoptimism. Too rosy an
outlook could cause you to
overlook small but vital details.
The p.m. brings an interesting
bit of news.
PISCES
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A good day for trying to push
a unique program. You will get
batking from those in authority
-- IF you make the first move.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely outgoing individual,
always ready for action and
never satisfied with mediocre
accomplishment. Actually, ou
are a perfectionist at heart, IiiTt
this constant striving for the
highest degree of excellence
often brings or anxieties and
nervous tension. You MUST •
learn to relax. Governed by
Mercury, you love travel and,
as a child of the -winged
messenger," may have an
absorbing interest in aviation or
any branch of the communications media. You could
also excel as an actor,
musician, scientist, inventor or
novelist. Birthdate of: Thomas
Hardy, author; Sir Edward
.Elgar, composer; Pope Pius X;
Johnny.. Weissmuller, noted
swimmer and film star
) "Tarzari".). •

)eW

RAOUET STRINGING

EACH

24 oz inst wt canister* Take 8
,querts of rieireetenent cerare
lanchezte,
Grape, t:1=
ethavbezry. or Fr
flews Al enh

Mwray Iamb Cuter
164r 641 N 7530 1 79

MISS YOUR PAPER!

FRACO CB
RADIO. . .

Sobscribers sobs bows wet
received Hoek beare-asilvereil
ceps of Tits Sturm Wiper &
Thee
. sb 5:30 p.s. lasiderf•
Frtleat1230 p.
Willedliaulkillt-141*
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Secretarial Success Seminar Set At MSU
A "Secretarial Success
Seminar" designed to encourage secretaries to identify
and strenghthen their positive
attributes has been scheduled
by Murray State University at
Kenbar Inn near Gilbertsville
on Thursday, June 15.
Sponsored by the Department of Office Achrunistration
and Business Education, the
une-day session will be
directed by Lanette Thurman,
assistant professor in the
department and director of
the Personal Enrichment
Center on the campus.
Mrs. Thurman said the
seminar, which will begin with

registration at 8:30 a.m. and
conclude at 4 p.m., will focus
on several topics of both
personal and professional
interest to secretaries.
She listed these:developing
skills for communicating
thinking
effectively,
positively, feeling more
confident about making

Murray Police
Investigating
N. 18th Burglary

M.A., and S.C.T. degrees ea
the campus. She has becoMe
well known for her work in
conducting professional
growth and development,
workshops and seminars.
Anyone wishing to obtain
additional information about
the seminar may call the
Department
of
Office
Mrs. 'Thurman, a faculty Administration and
Business
member at Murray State Education at (502) 762-4185
on
since 1966, earned the B.S., the campus.

decisions, getting along with
others,
and
better
management of time.
A registration fee of $25
covers. seminar materials,
lunch, and the costs of Continuing Education Units
ICEUs to be awarded to
participants.

Psychic Joins Hunt
For Missing Couple

Murray Police Department
today is investigating a
burglary discovered about
10:30tp.m..WedneSday at the
residence of Cary Brandon at
60342 N. 18th.
' According to a police
PINEVILLE, Ky.( AP) — A
spokesman, the burglar or psychic has joined the search
burglars apparently gained
A special musical, "Finders entry by breaking out the for an elderly Cincinnati
couple missing more than a
Keepers," will be. presented glass in a door.
week in Pine Mountain State
by the Junior High Choir of the
Brandon reported a stereo,
First Baptist Church, Trenton, television and small change Park.
The psychic, who was not
Tenn., on Saturday, June 3. at missing in the break-in.
identified, reportedly had a
seven a.m. at the Poplar
vision about where Charles L.
Spring Baptist Church here.
Arnold, 78, and his wife,
The musical is based on the
81, could be found,
Winnifred,
parables of Jesus, according
Kentucky State Police Capt.
to the choir director, Terry
Edgar Moss said Wednesday
Adams, who is the brother of
The Coles Camp Ground
the Rev. Ronnie Adams, United • Methodist Church will in a telephone interview.
.
pastor of the Poplar Spring have its annual homecoming a "We " did receive .a call
Church, who invites the public on Sunday, June 4, with saying a psychic had had
some visions of some things,"
to attend.
William B. Miller as the
Regular worship services speaker at the worship service Moss said. -We checked that
will be held Sunday at eleven at eleven a.m. Members are to out last night. Today, the
a.m. and seven p.m. with the note the time change in the psychic and members of the
Harlan Rescue Squad are in
Rev. Adams as speaker, Paul worship services.
the Frakes area operating
Henderson as music director.
Sunday School will be at ten
Sunday School will be at ten a.m. and a basket dinner will independently of the state
a.m. with Barry Rose as be served following the police.
"We did not ask for a
director. Training Union at six morning worship services. A
p.m. with Dan Phillips as _ gospel singing will be held at psychic. We did cooperate to
the extent of giving them what
director, and youth choir 1:30 p.m.
they said they needed," he
practice at six p.m. with Mr.
Donations for thtiutipkee,p of said.
and Mrs. Wayne Garrison and the cemetery will be taken at
Trooper Harold Bargo said
Mrs. Ruth Ann Futrell as the homecoming; but any
reported vision was
the
director.
person who is unable to attend
The chruch will have a study may mail their donations for checked out and "it was
course on ''How To Be Born the cemetery upkeep to Mrs. nothing at all. The psychic has
.kgikin" at seven p.m. on James Belcher. _Route One, been furnished with the
necessary stuff he wanted,
Wednesday, June 7.
AlMo.
some clothing or something.
They're operating strictly on
their own." •
''We're not saying they can
or can't do something," Moss
said. -We're just operating
independent from them."
Moss said the Frakes area
was a rural-residential area
nine miles from the 2,300-acre
park.
Twelve state police and
three park personnel resumed
retracing the wilderness area
Wednesday, but without

'Finders Keepers'
Program Planned
For Poplar Spring

Coles Camp Ground
Plans'Homecoming
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Kentucky Purcbase Area Hog Market
Report includes Buying talons
Receipts Act. 311 Eat. MG Barrows it
GUM1110-710 Mike Sows uneven Addy
de lower
US 1-23MS-330 lbs.
5411.7540.00
few $10.75
US 1-3IMMO Ins
50.50-49.75
US 3.4 3411-210 1bs.
$4115149.50
US 3-4 110-2111110a.
$47.50-411.50
Sons
US 1-3 T/O-1411 Um.
00.00-42.00
50.00-4251
US I4 31045111ba.
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
842.00-43.00
US 1-3000-450 Ma.
143.0044.00
several $44.50
US 3.33011400 lbs.
0-4139.
Boars $27.00-37.00

Weekend Special:

Steak'n'Sausage
K-Bob Meal

$2.99

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 3524.
Below dam 312.1, down 0.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.5.
Below dam 315.9, down 0.8.
35 bid, 37',4 ask Sunset 8:10. Sunrise 5:39.

Oats

ram
Wal-Mart
Wendy;

success, Bargo said.
State police detectives
continued a concurrent investigation to determine
whether foul play was involved in the Arnolds'
disappearance, but Bargo said
it also ha,' turned up nothing
•
new.
Arnold, a retired personnel
consultant for the Kroger Co.,
and his wife were reported
missing- Friday when they
failed to check out of their
room at the southeastern
Kentucky park.
They last were seen May 24
while leaving the park lodge's
dining hall.

Includes Stockade Toast
and choice of potato.
Friday after 5, til Sunday
closing. C'mon in!

SMLOIN®
STOCKADE
Bel-Air Center

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS--REAL ESTATE-108 E. 1TN ST., BENTON

Now Has A Local Number
AURORA

FOR TNE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND
The Number To Call

7534434
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What a by A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Back
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Quarts. More tnan six five-ounce servings in every bottle,
topped by,a reseal cap that helps lock in that great Pepsi
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- 1
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taste. Money back,too. The refund means you only buy the 0
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MEET POSTPONED
The meeting of the Youth
Center committee scheduled
for tonight I Thursday at 7:30
p.m. has been postponed due
to many conflicts of persons
involved, a spokesman said.

1,4 CARAT

MatE
Was

H you
what to el
For AU 0
envelope
90212.

The Owens Chapel Baptist
Church, located on Highway
783, Penny-Airport Road, will
have a special singing on
Saturday, June 3, at seven
p.m. with The Heaven Aires of
Paris, Tenn., as featured
singers along with many other
singers.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
Worship services will be
held Sunday, June 4, at eleven
a.m. and seven p.m. with the
Rev. Billy Gallirnore, pastor,
as speaker, with Edward
Willie as song leader and Mrs.
Edward Willie as pianist.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m.
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Mate's Girlfriend
Was Not Too Tired

41:0W-111011tell9
3Pcococil
Specials Good
Wed., June 6

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681

1978 by Cnocago Tobune N Y News Synd Inc

DEAR ABBY: Boy, do I ever have a solution for TOO
TIRED, whose husband was ready to jump into bed at the
drop of a hat-, raindrop or soowflake. She went on to
describe her daily routine of household chores, taking care
of five children, running errands and helping her in-laws.
I'd like to say this to her and to other wives in the same
boat:
DEAR TOO TIRED:*
had the same complaints some years back. I had four
kids, and worked full time outside my home, and I still
managed to attend the kids' baseball games, dancing
lessons, etc. I was also pooped at 9 p.m.
Then my husband started "working late"—even on
weekends! I found out that while I was either "too busy" or
"too tired," he had found himself a girlfriend. She had her
own business, and she'd just lock the place up and hang a
CLOSED sign on the door just to be with him. Should a
wife do less than that?
Hire some help for your children and teach them to do
for themselves. Take a nap if you're tired, and learn to let
some things go, but NEVER let your husband go. If you're
alive in bed, he won't notice what's under it!
WON HIM BACK
DEAR WON:You make it sound so easy, but winning is
the name of the game, so I won't argue with success.

CHARCOAL
BRIOVETS

$1 39

DEAR NEW MAN: What • coincidence! Today I
received a lovely poem from an 84-year-old gentleman who expressed my sentiments perfectly—only more eloquently.
And here it is:
"COME LET US JAVE TODAY
Bright ribbons she packed away,
Pretty things, high upon a shelf;
She—guarded--will-tise--brigirtnewor
And even robbed herself.
Carefully she hoarded gifts Refused to eat her daily bread,
Saved pennies for a rainy day
And left life's scroll unread

$159

Kerr Reg Doz

JAR CAPS

...Hunts 15 oz.

M'MELLOWS

TOMATO
SAUCE

39

Hunts
tOttlatO
Sauce

99'
DIET DRINK 6/89'

Hyde Pork 49 Oz

••

SELF"
CLEAN'
'EN

Marine Sergeant Patrick I..
Jacks, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Lloyd P. Jacks of Route 8, Box
56, Murray, recently participated in exercise "Palm
Tree 5-78" in the California
desert.
He is assigned to the 1st
Tank Battalion, based at
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Conducted at Marine Corps
Air-Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms,
Calif., "Palm Tree 5-78"
tested the capability of a
battalion landing team to
deploy by strategic airlift and
to provide realistic live-fire
exercise
The
training.
stressed coordinated air and
atillery fire support for infantry units.
A 1971 graduate of Murray
High School, Jacks joined the
Marine Corps in June 1973.

DELUXE
SELF CLEANING
BUILT-IN
WALL
OVENS

Model 81(7461 SAVE!
thitpic7-11
REPLACEMENT CENTER

West Kentucky
Appliance Center
441 Nor*, norm
733-447.---Across from WNW Nein
Smorgasbord
'Appliances Are Our ONLY
Business i

$119

Hyde Park 200 Ct

DETERGENT

FACIAL
TISSUE

49'

Kraft 32C)z

MAYONNAISE

99C'

Kerr Reg. 3 Doz.

$100

Weight Watcher

$119

Vernors /0 Oz 6 Pak

GINGERALE

Hyde Park 32 Oz
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89'
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•
•
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••
••

•

Planters Twin Pak 9 Oz

Soft & Pretty •

Sunshine

POTATO
CHIPS
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TISSUE _111°Lipton 0,
.
$1":CRACPRS
812.50 Add.
.

Pillsbury 71,/,
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•
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lib. i

3
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$1
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Del Monte 38 Qz

• •
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$
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••
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SAUCE

81'

Heinz 32 Or

Bonus Special
Both with $25.00 Order

CATSUP

Produce Buy of The Week
Florida

Yellow

BANANAS
c
1
.I9
da
GRAPEFRUIT

SPRAY
CLEANER

Marine Participates
In Training Exercise

DROP-IN
A HOTPOINT
BUILT-IN.

Hyde Pork Gal.

MILK

409 22 Oz
If you put off writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send $I and a long, stamped 124 cental
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

'
59
69'

TOWELS

Kroft Minature 10 Oz

Open Pit 180z. Borbocue

All these things she guarded
Miserly, day by day,
And one dull morning in her mirror
Found her hair had turned to gray."
JAMES NEIL NORTHE
OKLAHOMA CITY,OKLA.

Gala Decorated Lg Roll

CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

12 oz

DEAR ABBY: You had a letter from a loving husband
whose only complaint was a wife of 32 years who had a
habit of saving everything for a rainy day. He said he had
bought her some beautiful nightgowns, but she never wore
any of them.(Some were still in their original boxes after
20 years!)
You wisely reminded us, "Enjoy today—for it's later
than you think."
Thank you for that timely reminder, Abby. Tomorrow
I'll be 60, and I have put off treating myself to things like
vacation trips, a brand new car, or even a really good suit
of clothes. I never married because there always seemed to
be a - member of my family -who -needed _money
something, and I never said no to any of them.
Your column was exactly what I needed. Now, life for
me will begin at 60. Thanks for listening.
NEW MAN IN MipclE,IND.

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Mr Quick 8 Lb
No Lighter Needed

Hickory 10 Lb

By Abigail Van Buren

Open 8-7 Mon-Thur
Fri and Sat. 8-8

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Lb

GRAPE
JELLY

ORANGES

Onions

99 _

5 lb bog

Lb 15c

Sweet8 Tender

CARROTS

LEMONS

..19`

•
,....

200 Size Dozen

2/39c
1 Lb Bag

5 Lb

Meat Makes The Meal There's No Finer Meat Than Owen's Best

DELI SPECIAL

US Choice
US Choice

ROUND
STEAK

89 HAM
flOCKS

ROLLED_
$1'
lb

ROAST

Super Sharp Hoffman

8

Lb.

$198'

-CHEESE

.r

American

5169

CHEESE

lb

Swiss Baby

SEE THE EXCITING NEW
FORD SUPER WAGON
NOW AT

PARKER FORD
SUPER ROOMY
ea up to 15
•Sts
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• 20 more inches longer
on the inside
• Excellent for trailer
lowing
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TURKEY BREAST
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,-lb.

'Smoked efliiiieki

•
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lb

Oven Baked

•

AVAILABLE NOW!
GET A SUPER DEAL TODAY AT
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Inseds Spread Rocky Mt. Spotted Fever

State Officials Advising Kentuckians On Tick Precautions
and the accompanying_threat
of Rocky Mountain spotted
fever.
The wahlingS came as
suspected cases of Rocky
Mountain spotted fever,
caused by tick bites, have
been reported in McLean,
Hopkins, Union, McCracken
and Jefferson counties. A case
has already been confirmed in
Lee County, while final observation results are still out
on a case in Harlan County.
The state Agriculture
recommended
Department
the spraying of grass,
shrubberyand bushes with a 2
percent solution of the insecticide Malathion while
keeping tall grassy areas wellmowed.

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
State officials are advising
Kentuckians of precautionarv
steps they can take against the
increasing number of ticks

DElnopiNG
FILM, FLASII CRIES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

Arteraft Studios
124 753403S
A, low Dow

Crbtsword Puzzler

from dogs or people wtth bare
hands.
"People often get exposed
when they remove a tick from
dog wtth theig,,hare hand and
crush its body,” Skaggs said.
Skaggs says while there are
many home remedies for
removing ticks, steady gentle
pressure usually works best.
"The worse thing you can to
is try to jerk them off,"
Skaggs said, adding that
areas.
Dr. Joseph Skaggs of the method results in the head of
Bureau for Health Services the tick being left in the skin,
warns against removing ticks which can become infected.
The department also advises that pets should be
checked carefully for ticks
and that a veterinarian should
be consulted about possible
dips of-repellents for dogs.
State health officials advise
careful checking of children
who have been playing in
weeded areas for ticks and
using insect repellents when
walking in wooded or grassy

• Skaggs said atypical case of
Locky Mountain spotted fever
begins with the sudden onset
of fever, which is followed on
the third day by a distinctive
rash that spreads over the
body.
Skaggs said the disease once
had a mortality rate of 20
percent, but is now treated
routinely with antibodies.
Mark McDaniel, an aide to
Agriculture
Commissioner
Tom Harris, said no one
knows why ticks are on the
increase in Kentucky the past

CIASSIFIED ADS

few years.
The state has stepped up its
spraying efforts for the insects, and McDaniel said the
operations would be extended
to those counties with the
suspected cases of Rocky
Mountain spotted fever.
While the specific kind of
tick spreading the fever is not
identified, McDaniel said the
two types that seem prevalent
in Kentucky are the common
American dog tick on
domestic animals and the
Lone Star tick on deer.

Kentucky Bar_Association Establishes
Guidelines For Lawyers Who Advertise

A nswer to Wednesday's Puzzle
ACROSS .•2 Wan
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) — new guidelines issued by the spell out how lawyers
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Ms. Lanette Thurman of the Personal Enrichment Center, MSU, recently visited the
42 a44
54 Anger
Orientation of the World of Work class at Murray High School She discussed with the
55 Path
students the Road to Failure and the Road to Success, emphasizing personal choice
56 Facts
493.1.kill
and a positive attitude as deciding factors in determining direction. Oher recent guests
57 Lair ,
58 Finishes
to the class include Trooper Wright of the State High way Patrol and Ms. Jane Morgan, DOWN
ti of the Bottlers of Murray. The dass is taught by Ms. Wanda Gough.
Dirty. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc
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guidelines go further than
Social Concerns
those recommended by the
Committee and
bar association's board of
governors last fall.
The Ledger &
The board recommended
Times
that the court permit
newspaper and magazine
advertising but exclude radio
FOR
WATKINS
and television advertising as
Products. Cont4ict •
to the legal
unsuited
Holman Jones, 217
profession. South 13th., Phone 753"We felt there would -be a
3128.
tendency to commercialize
the practice of law," said
Leslie G. Whitmer,director of
AM VETS
the bar association.
Post 45
However, members of the
Paris
Landing Tn.
board met with the Supreme
Sun,.
June 4
Court justices arid agreed to
Regular
monthly
permit broadcast advertising
meeting at 1 P. M. All
so long as'it is restrained, he
regular, associate and
said.I•Vhitmer said Kentucky's
auxiliary
members
guidelines may be unique
are urged to attend.
because they require a lawyer
Guest
speakers.
who advertises a set fee for
Ladies bring covered
certain services to provide
dish.
those services for the amount
advertised. An attorney is
required. to include a
statement to that effect in his
Were
ad, Whitmer said.
The new guidelines require
excited
that advertising be confined to
shoot Big
the attorney's name, address
and telephone number, office
hours, a statement of the type
of services rendered and a
schedule of fees.
Advertisements may be
Photo By Kaye Peebles
printed in a regularly
newspaper,
published
magazine, directory, or
similar publication, or may be
BIBLE FACTS INC. —
read by an unidentified perJames 2:18 states "Yea,
sons on radio or television.
a man may say, thou
"It's a simple rule,"
hast faith, and I have
Whitmer said. "It says
works: Show me thy
exactly what can be done."
faith without thy works,
Whitmer said the rule
and I will show thee my
should prevent the kind of
the
faith by my works."
,•••,
'show - business'
Bible answers and study
association feared would
anytime.
result from allowing television
• Bible services
Saturdays 3 p.m. to 4:30
advertising.
p.m. Call 759-4600.
"We're trying to prevent
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — 'bait and catch'," he said, in
c AT J C. DIT-IERSf OYE2T1ME DoEsski'T Problems with maintenance which a lawyer might ad'
BEGIN uNTIL. and inspection of the 24 buses vertise a low fee for a service
It's A Fad
ii
'DATE A m.
operated by the Paducah to attract clients but would
Father Buys
school system will be later add charges.
His Tools At
corrected by _the start of the
-If a client comes for a ;100
Starks
next school year, according to divorce, he must perform it
Hardware
Superintendent
Dr.
said.
schools
Whitmer
that,"
for
7
12th and Poplar
Kentucky's consumer
c David Whitehead.
753-1227
Whitehead said a program protection laws alroady
free Gilt
is being developed so that prohibit false, misleading,
Wrapping
maintenance and inspection deceptive or unfair practices
problems regarding the buses in trade or business, but the
as found in a probe by The bar association has extra
Sun-Democrat last week will leverage to ensure that
attorneys don't misrepresent
not exist next year.
The Paducah newspaper themselves to the public,
found that buses are not Whitmer said, by subjecting
inspected monthly by a the lawyer to disciplinary
mechanic as required by state action.
regulation and that the lack of
"I think they might be a
inspection has resulted in little more concerned about us
mechanical problems which (than about the state conare potential hazards for sumer protection agency i,"
students who ride them.
Whitmer said. The bar
Whitehead, at a Board of association will monitor all
Education meeting Wed- lawyer advertising, and
nesday, said he inspected city handle client complaints of
buses on Tuesday and found misrepresentation, he added.
that some 'Of -the 'peablems
The rules were Tinned 10Adv•rtss•rs
ore
newspaper
the
reported
in
!
Kentucky in line with
bring
• THEY \
roquostod to chock rho
Supreme
existed.
article
U.S.
spring's
last
CLOWEP
first ins•rtion of ads for
I Whitehead said mechanical Court ruling on lawyer adHIM
corr•ction
This
deficiencies were being vertising.
•
n•wspopor will Iso
ired by. three _school
Whitmer said there has been
IssaporisIble for only on.
4)
.jjçmployees and should be little lawyer advertising since
4F•Vt
incorroc, insortion ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
dlcorrected by next week. then, but he said ads are likely
Problems found by the to increase as a result of the
IM
REPORTED
'newspaper
included new rules.
MEDIATELY SO, PLEASE
inoperable brake and tail
CHECK
YOUR
AD
-The person in need of a
• nights, malfuKtioning, safety lawyer will have more in3
CAREPULLY AND NOTIFY
US PRO7MPTLY IN CASE° warning devices and brakes formation available to him,'
OF AN ERROR
he said.
1,0 that did not work properly.

if

1E

Nursery
1 mile out on 94 East
Selling:
*Bedding Plants
•Petunia's
'Marigolds
*Tomatoes
•Begonias
•Miscellaneous Plants
All Plants
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F TILL
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earns Miff
HEY, SARGE
I'VE GOT GOOD
NEWS AND
BAD NEWS

.BEETLE'S BACK
FROM THAT
MYSTERY
ASSisNmENT

\
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(
NO,mil
THE BAP
15 THE BAP
NEWS?
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111411
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LL AIRPORTS, RAILROAD
AMP SOS STATIONS..BE I NG
WATCHED FOR THE AAiSsING
DIANA PA4.MER-WALKER—

•
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iiiM71(1
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MY MOTHER OF COURSE
EXCUSE ME.
”, VERY
FEEBLE...

51f?,CAN I

-• NO, BETTER

HELP YOU
WITH HER

IF I CARR)
,
,HER mY5EL A.

NOT HEAVY.

ii

AM,

, McNutt 'Disillusioned' With Assembly
posed to fellowship, but for
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
State Rep. Dolly McNutt, 13- me, I think my Obligation was
Badamletoomeys a)w.ovas-4veest
4b1-14
. 0P194.duallusioned", at some of the- work and 4-orauldiamatuthose_
actions of the state's parties and do the work
.4.meeegionerintrersi6v:
mappuisarrikartng-.thetTIOPN General Assembly session.
'Mrs'. McNutt said she
"There are many, parties rejected free tickets to
for athletic events offered by
receptions
and legislators," Mrs. McNutt told several of the state's
Paducah civic club Wed- universities so that she would
nesday night. "I'm not op- "keep fully objective."

NEEDE1
machine
Experien
but not nt
at
C
Manufac
Poplar N

COLOR PORTRAIT'S,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets lows 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
7534)035. Free Parking lot, use our rear entrance.

DISH WAS
Apply in
Fern To
1505 St
Drive. N
please.

MATURE
home to s
5 days a
June ani
have own
and willi
housekeei
7868 after

3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Girstul
Paschall wishes to thank
the many friends arid
neighbors for their
kindness shown during
the illness and death of
our loved one. Thanks
for the cards, flowers,
food and phone calls and
your prayers. A special
thanks to the doctors
and nurses at the
Murray Hospital. To
Rev. Phillip Mansfield
James
Rev.
and
their
for
Garland
comforting words, The
Miller Funeral Home,
and Mrs. Oneida White
for the beautiful music
and songs.
Lura Paschall, Charles
and Louise Paschall and
Sons, Charles Jr., -*
Danny and John.

FULL AN1
cooks at
Days or n
person, S

MAN FOR
delivery
stallation
perience
753-1713.

[

99

Check
Your
Ad "

WAITREi
wanted. 1
for mor

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline 753-6333.

snaeciit
Th'

office al
to the C
June 8,

LOST ONE YIE,443W
slalom ski in Wildcat
Creek Area. Reward. Call 753-0917.
LOST
A
BASSETT
Hound, answers to name
of SHERMAN. Lost in
So. Almo Heights area.
Call 759-4662.

May Be Corrected

BOSS, I NEED
VOL) TO SIGN MY

EXPERI
painter.
For inter
0839 or 7

504 per 6 pock

School Bus
1/EARN!! Problems
In
sr:4

_

CARPEN1
Do noi
Saturday
753-0984.

Hoffman's

753-1621
Polka
753-6952
hoof
753-9332
Ambiance
Hospital
. 153-5131
Emergency
Humane
153-3535
Satiety
Cornprettensirt
. 153-6612
Care .
Poison Control . 153-1588
Senior Ohms . . . 753-0929
153-SEED
timeline
Learn To had . . . 153-2188
foster
153-5362
Parenting

Paducah System

TAE CO< rUde

PAGE 13 TN

The Cit
followit
A.Coi
3500
with 57
B. WI
DGA,3
Bids
flee, C
June 8,

6. Help Wanted
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home no experience Necessary
excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
WANTED, men to work,
experienced with torches,
contact Ike Worthington
at Taylor Motors truck
yard, Murray,Ky.

•••••••,.

LOCATION:
off Dover

You ask
equipme

CLERK RECEPTIONIST. No
experience necessary,
will train. Must have good personality, typing
a bitity,-good-vocibutary —
and spelling. Full time
employment. Excellent
fringe •benefits.
Applications
maybe
picked up at Ledger and
Times prior to June 2,
1978.

1-1972 M.
pulling
trailer.
Dodger
transmit
bunk an
model; 1
rubber a
Knuckle
power
Chevrole
way truc
Dorsey ti
This fi
being sol
Equipmt
terest.
NOTE
Mechani
sale the

PART TIME short hours.
Apply in person only
after 3 p. rn. No phone
calls. Valley Drive In,
Route 3, Murray.
MAINTENANCE person,
male or female for
Murray Manor Apartments. Monday-Friday.
35 hours. $2.65 per hour.
Must be able to clean.
paint
diem: yard
wadeLoll for interview
-7.53-Wi68 between 9 and
12 and 1 anirl only.

23-New
New big
springs a
marked
truck loai
Follow'
misc.; 1with culti
ch 12" bi
self prop
loaderi 1

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and

1P014tr Imon

noon, the day before
Pabilesitfiii:
reader.
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
day
the
publication.

Applications
_ Now
heing--4creptert - ter—
nurse aid training
Class. Coniag,i
•Iiiiniereitfice, Murray..
Callaway
County
Hospital. An Equal
Opportunity Employer

• ”It

vator;

nyerat
ment.
oto.

Wk.
Amp .1.1.aS

"Ugh"
Dever, Teen
Alt'
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OPEN SHOP INTHE
6 Help Wanted

iN
ion's
iery
in 94 East

WAITRF.SS NEEDED at
Gallimores ReaWurant,
downtown Hazel. Call
492-97n.

WAITRESS and cook
wanted. CalF901-247-9902
for more information. .

los Plants,

NEEDED SEWING
machine
operators.
Experience preferred
but not necessary. Apply
at
Calloway
Manufacturing,
Ill
Poplar Murray.

6 pack

DO best is
ne 753-6333.
1RTRAITS,
rs for extra
e from any
any size.
Is 24 cents,8
ast service.
South 12th.,
Parking ✓ rear en-

DISHWASHER wanted
. Apply in person only
Fern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View
()rive. No phone calls
please.

OF Girstul
hes to thank
riends and
for their
own during
nd death of
ne. Thanks
is, flowers,
ne calls and
s. A special
the doctors
s at the
ospital. To
o Mansfield
James
.
their
for
words, The
era! Home,
neida White
utiful music

all, Charles
Paschall and
arles Jr.,
John.

TIRED OF WALL to wall
bills? A people person?
Earn extra income.
Have fun, part time,
Call 753-0957.

EXPERIENCED
painter. Steady work.
For interview call 7530839 or 753-5287.

nts

10 Business Opportunity

6 Help Wanted

CARPENTERS helper.
Do not apply on
Saturday Custom Built,
753-0984.

Maintenance
Foreman
Applications are 0141
being taken by ttoMurray
Calloway
county Parks Board
for a Maintenance
Foreman.
Applications may be obtaind at the Parks Office, 10th and Payne
Street, Murray. No applications will be accepted after June 10
1978. For further information call

753-7640 .

MATURE LADY in our

WANTED - HELP with

home to stay with infant
5 days a week, 4-9 p.m.
June and July. Must
have own transportation
and willing to do light
housekeeping. Call 7537868 after 9 p.m.

elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.

FULL AND PART time,
cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person, Sonic Drive In.
MAN FOR APPLIANCE
inand
delivery
stallation. Some experience required. Call
753-1713.

10. Business Opportunity
CRAFTS - American
Handicrafts dealerships
available. Write C.
Hudson,3 Tandy Center,
Ft. Worth, TX, 76102, or
call 817-336-3030.

•

12 Insurance
FARMERS OF WEST
KENTUCKY . . . now
have Group Excess
Medical
Major
available. . . Family
rates under $80.00 per
year. This plan is coadministered and endorsed by the Major
Midwestern Livestock
Exchanges. For information on this new
group insurance
program call or write to
AND
BENNETT
ASSOCIATES,P.O. Box
946, Murray, Ky. 42071
- Phone 759-1486.

PRE-CIVIL war four
poster bed. Solid walnut.
Post hand carved. If
interested call 753-5645.
REMOVE carpet paths
and spots; fluff beaten
down nap with Blue
Lustre. Rent shampooer. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."

KINGWOOD HEATERS
-automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester
4 ply white wall,
premium
graue.
A78x13", $19.30 plus
$1.74 FET, C78x13",
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,
G78x14" or 15", $24.81
FET,
$2.60
plus
H78x15", $26.36 plus
$2.85 FET, L78x15",
$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TILLERS 5 h. p.'thain
drive. Briggs and
Stratton engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

NOTICE
ft'

TWO AXLE trailer with
2" oak bed. Call 753-9507.

Mf-A
"I've got
the Shield!"

/
2
The City of Murray will be receiving bids for 121
miles of bituminous asphalt paving. Bids
wecification maybe picked up at the City Clerk's
office at 5th and Poplar. Bids shoad be delivered
to the City Clerk's Office no later than 5:00 pm.
June 8, 1978.

RONNIE ROSS
210 E. Main

753-0489

14. Want To Buy
WE BUY USED mobile
homes..Top prices paid.
West
End
Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.

BASSETT

The City of Murray Will be receiving bids for the
following:
A.Concrete
1
2 bag mix
3500 pound strength not less than 5/
/
2 percent air.
with 57 rock with 5-51
B. White Rock
DGA,3,57, 78,9m and Memphis Riprap
Bids should be submitted to the City Clerk's Office, City Hall Building no later than 5:00 pm.
June 8, 1978.

ted

WAN-

EDIATELY!
iome no exNecessary
pay. Write
Service, 8350
e, Suite 127,
C 75231.

-nen to work.
with torches,
Worthington
Motors truck
y, Ky.

Auction!
SATURDAY, JUNI 3, 1971 10100 A.M.
LOCATION: At ray office ow Dever/Oarksville Ilisboray. Ovety
off Dover is U. S.71.

ONIST. No

-•

:short hours.
person only
m. No phone
ey Drive In,
lurray.

NCE person,
female. for
tenor Apartinday-Friday,
l.65 per hour.
ble to clean.
D ROM yard
for interview
tween 9 and
`.1 only.
-

1

You ask for it, now we're doing it, consign your
equipment.
Logging Equipment
and Road Tractors
1-1972 Mack, Detroit 318 10 speed with low reduction
pulling tandem, good tires; 2-36 ft. 3 bunk log
trailer, heavy frames with tandem axles; 1-75
Dodge pickup, 200 series w/crew cab automatic
transmission; 1-10 hundred series Ford w/double
bunk and drop standards, 318 eng. 10 speed, 69
model; 1-225D Timberjack skidder, 1975 model,90%
rubber all around; 1-1600 Load Star IH w/BarkoKnuckle boom loader. This loader has Detroit
power unit with new overhaul; 1-14 ton 1966
Chevrolet with utility bed; SPECIAL: 1976 Brockway truck tractor, 350 Cummins,13 speed,40 ft. flat
Dorsey trailer.
This fine logging equipment and road tractor are
being sold for Jake and Harry Coffelt, Erin, Tenn.
Equipment in good shape. Owners have other interest.
NOTE: To Body Shops, Parts Houses and
Mechanics. Mr. Jim Weeks has consigned to our
sale the following from Ft. Donelson Motors.
23-New fenders for late model cars and pickups. 1New big 6 cyl. truck•angine. Large assortment of
springs and small misc. parts. Most parts will be
marked as to what they fit. There will be a large
truck load of these parts.
Following Farm Equip. already consigned and
misc.; 1-140 Farman tractor & cultivator; 1-Sup C
with cultivator; 1-3pt. hitch rotary cutter; 1-3 pt. hitch 12" breaking plow; 1-4" hydraulic cylinder; 3self gropelled corribines; disk harrows; 1-hay bale
loaderi 1-M Farmalli_l-froot, end -loader for Ford

cations
low

tepTbr
d training
WaRle

15. Articles For Sale
23 CU. Ft. Chest freezer.
$288.88. Montgomery
Ward,753-1966.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 7591117 after 4 p.m
16 Home Furnishings

Wks' You Think Of
Valao...Tbint
11A)LILL

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales g Service
441 N.

MAYTAG automatic
washing
machine.
Excellent condition. Call
753-1643.

Hodge 8. Son, Inc.
205 So. Stit

GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WANTED TO BUY on
land contract 15 plus
acres. Partially wooded
preferred. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P.0. Box
223, Mayfield,Ky. 42066.
Due to incorrect phone
number in our previous
ad, we are still interested in buying a low
trailer suitable for
hauling a riding mower,
753-7531.

DEHUMIDFIER in -good
condition. Call 753-7386.
15 Articles For Sale
SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-

1551...
WEED EATERS Clippie model, $19.99.
Snippy model, $39.99.
Needle model,500 or 507,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
BEAUTY SHOP equipment. Can be seen at 712
Olive after 5 or call 7532888.
ARIENS EMPERIOR 7 h.
p. 30" cut, riding
mower. _Call 753-3961.
USED REFRIGERATOR
-- like new. Bed,
dresser, Call 753-9755.

$3.14 MITS ALL Of
- bedew Nod Pony
• Liberty Maid
• Reffele Metal
• loge Peony ens.
• ww n1143 Pony
- W. B. Penedo
Befog 2S.19
- wooden Nickel
o Mint
1.5 yrs.
- 1944 Poway(oft)
- Rare 11140.0 Said
Date Pettey
• S Mist Peery .25 yrs.
Pio Fro tw• $ BM
Pio Our Fro Gift
Plus Our Free Broom
Send $3.95 end .25 Poems
to:
JIM IONNIIK1 & CO.
_Ms11.1116 6661 61.66/6661114126
ari••••,

Ian

3 4 H. P. • garden tiller.
$179.89. Montgomery
Ward. 753-1966.

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble South 9th. Call
753-5719.

For Sale
Real nice cast iron
bathroom sinks, with
nice formica top and
facuets. Round or
square in white only.
Call
753-5108
after 6 p. m.
FOR SALE: Nails - 8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers -50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam Insulation-1
/
2"4 a;$2.40,
I" 4 x 8 - $4.80. Particle Board - 4" 4 x 8-43.40.
Plywood - 1,2" 4 x 8 $6.75, 5-15" 4 x 8 - $8.00,
la- 4 x 8 - $10.00. Exterior Siding -4 t8- $6.00
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
$.89 ea. Shingles - No. I
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts - $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 4 x 8 sheets from $2.75
to $11.00. Vanities- from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 6
ft widths. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Hwy. 45,1 ml so. Martin,
Tn. Phone 587-2420,
Martin, Tn. 38237.

USED SINGER SEWING
machine, zig zag, all
regular
attachments.
Sews perfect, fully
guaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Payments
may be arranged. For
free home demonstration write Martha
Hopper,
Route 5,
Benton, Ky. or call 3548619.

BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
Premium quality
guaranteed, ;10.99 per
bale. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
SEARS 14 h. p. tractor
with front end loader.
Dual tires and extras.
Call 753-2418.
BLACK DIRT fertilizer.
Richest soil available.
Call 753-2418
FOR SALE tobacco ana
tomato sticks Call 4892126.
NEW ONE ROW tobacco
setter, $395 ')ne row
cultivator, $75 Rotary
mowers, $29. $315, and
$325. One bottom plow,
$165. Grader blades,
$139.50. Disc •. ; ft. $285, 6
ft. 6 in., $322-., New and
used . post diggers,
scoops, plows, one and
two row tobacco setters,
discs, cultivators,
mowers, rakes, balers,
20 used tractors, some
for parts. John 0. Kough
Equipment Sales, Route
1, Highway 94 West,
Farmington, Ky., phone
382-2207.

Aectiesseors: ANA, Crytetrer, lit. 641
Devoe, Teem. 232 Tilt
APP AUCT1ONF:PRS Greg SpIceland and rror Manners

Codit, Ky. 924-9954.

=MN

ORGANS

78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G thre&way speakers.
SuggestM retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 7533724 after 5.
27 Mobile Home Sales

CLAYTON'
formerl!, J & B Music'
Che,stnidS1

SISSON'S Zenith can save
you $20 or more on TVs,
stereos, video recorders. One year free
service on all color TVs.
Shop, then come see us.
Sisson's, 19 miles West
on Highway 94, 382-2174.

Murray,Ky.

1973-MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, 2 bedroom. All
electric. Nice. Call 7533494 or 753-2720.
29. Mobile Home Rentals

FREE
Inspection

•

Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartments For Rent

100 &mirth 13th
7513914
In Business Over
30 Years
Certified By EPA

24 Miscellaneous
RADIAL TIRE Sale Steel belted premium
grade white wall,
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
FET,
$2.97
plus
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
FET,
$3.15
plus
JR78x15" or LR78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
ROTO
COMPARE
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

TWO BEDROOM town
house apartment. All
carpet, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
central heat and air
Call 753-7550.
SMALL
APARTMENT
for rent, 1414 Vine.
ONE ROOM apt. furnished. Working man
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685.
33.Rooms For Rent

HOUSE near downtown
Murray. Call 7534109.

You Pick
Strawberries

HOUSE FOR RENT.
Refrigerator, stove and
air conditioner furnished. Call 753-5500.

2 Miles South

of Sedalia
Hwy 381

36 For Rent Or lease
DUPLEX apartment for
lease. Two bedroom,
central heat and air,
carpet. Call 753-8067.

328-8543

1111=1111

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
38 Pets

Jesse Jones

GIGANTIC moving.sale Saturday,June 3,9 a. m.
? 1002 Olive Street.
Something for everyone.

Supplies

FOR
SALE,
AKC
registered Tiny Toy
Poodle puppies. Call 7530957.

SIX PARTY Yard Sale,
Friday and Saturday. 94.
East to Whites
Camper Sales, turn
right 6th- trailer on left.
Something for everyone.
In case of rain will hold
following weekend, June ,
9 & 10.

BULL TERRIERS,
Chow-chows, Scotties,
Pugs, English Setters,
Golden Retrievers,. YARD SALE-Saturday,
Cocka-Tiels, Ducklings,- June 3. 8 a. m. No. 12
Riviera Cts. Upright
Goslings, Gerbals.
vacuum cleaners, lawn
Paradise Kennels, 753and patio furniture.
4106.
Porch swing with metal
AKC REGISTERED Irish
frame, new quilts,
Setters. $50 each. Call
bedspreads, matching
753-9570.
drapes, pocket knives,
guitar, Dulcimer, BB
SIAMESE CAT, female,
guns, toys and games.
1'4 years old. Spayed.
Clothing and lots of nice
625. Call 753-9734.
furniture.

License Practical Nurses
Rummage And Bake Sale
Sat. June 3
7 A.M. - P. M.

American Legion Hall
Maple St.

Willow Choir
Raffle
once's 3 for sl"
or SO' a piece

Drawings
Sat. June 3
At 4:30 P.M.

ROOMS, 1306 Main. $50
per month.
34. Houses For/ Rent
BEDROOM
THREE
farm house, good .well.
Marled couple only. Call
345-2205.

Just Listed -- 3.21 acres joining Keniana Subdivision w/large factory-built bldg. Water and
electricity on lot. No restrictions.

Chair Donated by House of Willow
2 Locations Hwy. 94 East
Hwy.641 South

Lake Front - located on the main lake in Pine
Bluff Shores Sub. is this neat 2 bedroom mobile
home. Call us today for an appointment. The lot
itself is practically worth the price of this
package.

•
1.0

ft
ARISTOCRA FT 19
Inboard outboard, six
cylinder. 160 Igo. Good
condition. Call 753-4377
or 7534004

;
4 , efr

41°

•

leo
11011a

/
2'
40 H. P. JOHNSON 161
boat and trailef. 11350
Record in fathometPr,
$125. Call 436-2538.

14
6
,

' Motor. Depth finder and
trolling motor Call 7539951.
15' FIBERGLASS
runabout 28 h p• motor
and trailer 8475. 14"
fiberglass Jon boat, 18 h.
P. motor and trailer.
$350. Call 759-1054. .
-

17
FT
fiberglas,
h. p.
trailer. C,i''

‘RSON1
'vout. 70
, tilt
';33

14
i0111

0";.e.a.

14' CHEROKEE boat
trailer 20 h p Johnson

bass boat laaded with
---ZiiiecessorU% FAH 47536970 day • ' 753,6345
evenings

Sopord, Lk. 541
114
Dever, Ti... 2424211

payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.

10 Sports Equipment

-1975 FIT-PP1lFORIVIANC1F:-

A /140440.M.I.Ne•

-WANTED - RESPON
SIBLE party to take up

Powered by 455 OWs.
Located ot Lake Berkley
State Pork lost Dock,

19. Farm Equipment

Rs tstats Nits toted

ale *era of Dow.. tom
U i NiparaPUVI 711 %ISO
1•• •4 ••• INN aye •••.••••.• ••• prwed

T4444401 see Ray.
ileftiese. seNdiliot.

SEWING CABINET,solid
oak, $175 or best offer.
Call 753-2683.

We are in need of Licensed Rea! Estate Brokers'
WeiPeople, including maninnd wife teams,in any
town or village in Ky. or Tenn. up to 100 miles from
Paris landlnak We will help you get started. Come,
call or write our Home Office, J. H. Austin,
Southland Real Estate, Box 233 (larksville, Tenn.
37040. Office in StoneBuilding on Market St. 8141A
Highway. Phone 552-6831.

BOGARD REALTY I AUCTION

Two Jet Boat
For Sale

PIANOS

We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap.
pliances

CONSOLE STEREO with
AM-FM receiver. 8 track
recorder and record
changer.
Slightly
damaged. $199.88
Mongomery Ward. 7531966.
LARGE ,ELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
per month, Clayton's
(Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
BEDROOM
SUITE,
Lonardo Piano Co.
complete with Sealy
across from Post Office,
innerspring
mattress
Paris, Tn.
and box springs. 1709
Ryan Ave. Phone 7534537.

vator;'
1-pastlire dream ;-2-boats; 3-bottom plows7•
'

BASS
BOAT
1500
ProCraft 115 h. p.
Mercury motor. Trolling
motor, depth finder,
extra sharp. $4,600. Call
753-4487 after 5.

40 Produce

31. Houses For Rent

26. TV Radio

153-4471

nyeral aria tractors.and.pier,fs of small equip...
ment

20. Sports Equipment

18. Sewing
SMOKE DE i ECTORS,
nationally
advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.

441kAtia

vers to name
kN. Lost in
eights area.

, MurrayCounty
An Equal
ty Employer

VERY LUCRATIVE
business offered for first
time, net up to $40,000
yearly. Small down
payment, owner will
finance the balance.
Interested call 1-804-2932312 after 5 p.m.

15 Articles For Sale

rA

in Wildcat
a, Bayard.
F.

necessary,
Must have
iality, typing
cfvoCabutary
g. Full time
it. Excellent
benefits.
ns
maybe
t Ledger and
r to June 2,

MONEY TO LOAN for
farms, business construction, real estate,
venture capital and
start ups. Any worth
while project considered. $5,000 and up,
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 10 p.m.

NEEDLEART
Needleart
Merribee
dealership
available.
Write C. Hudson, 3
Tandy Center, Ft.
Worth, TX,76102, or call
817-336-3030.
-

YELLOW

:RS

CLASSIFIEDS RIR MOREMORALE RESULTS

Tranquility and Peace of Mind... is what you expect and get with this nice and neat furnished 2
bedroom mobile home, located in Crappie
Hollow. Equipped with central heat and air,
covered patio, block foundation, setting in a
quiet and peaceful wooded lot. Financing
available.

• -•

Getting married? Here's a good starter home, a
most tempting buy & hard to beat at the price. A
little initiative, saves dollars for you. This is a
home you can fancy up to live in, rent or resell.
Conveniently located on 16th Street just north of
121 By-Pass, has extra large lot.
Just lAsted - - 3 excellent lakefront lots on the
main lake in Pine Bluff Shores Sub., all on ..

DONALD R.

TUCKER
REALTOR

MIS SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE

71.....•
••••••;•S 1:10iitafib 1,4

I

in

CALL 753-4342

Joe Kennon 436-5616
Bud Nall 153-4868
Pam Navity 153-8624
Don Tucker 153-1930

•

ft
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PUT IT IN THE
ill Public Sales

41.Public Sales

LARGE YARD SALE,
baby, adult, boys
iiothes. Some furniture.
lots of misc. items. 7.30
a.m. til ? Sat., June 3.
602 Vine St.
PARTY
THREE
GARAGE Sale, Friday
-June 2nd, 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Approximately 1 mile
from city limits on Highway 121 South, turn left
into Meadow Green
Acres. Lots of baby,
children and adult
clothes, toys and many
other items.
YARD SALE, Fairview
Acres Subdivision, 121
South. Den furniture,.
bikes,
motorcycles,
clothes4 toys, anything
else you want. Fr,clay
only. 8-4:30.
LICENSED PRACTICAL
Nurses - Rummage
and Back Sale. Chance
on
willow
chair.
American Legion Hall,
Maple Street. Saturday
June 3rd. 7-5.
SUN PORCH AND Yard
Sale. Saturday. June
3rd. 8 a. m. Furniture,
lawn mower, floor
sander. miscellaneous.
1601 Farmer..
GARAGE SALE, 2002
Gatesborough
Circle.
Friday and Saturday.
Workshop items, tent
and camping equipment, furnitore, desk,
C lothes
and
miscellaneous
items.
YARD SALE Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
Books, dishes, canning
jars, and milk cans. Big
variety of items. On
North 16th Ext. Follow
signs.

43 Real Estate

YARD SALE, Thursday
and Friday. 204 South
15th Street.

43 Real Estate

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY for sale.
Located on South • 12th
Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x
183' lot, prime business
.1Kation. Phone KOPRUL0 REALTY, 7531222 for more information.

YARD SALE,Saturday 95. Household items,
clothing, 1953 Ford
Truck, tiller, some
antiques. Five miles on
280 off East 94

Big Garage
Sole

SELL YOUR FARM
through 1COPPERUD
REALTY,711-Matrulie
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 7531222. Also if you have
been wanting to purchase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
KOPPERUD
at
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.

Sweurdwy hare Ir.
7... to S p. m.
1513 lowlee Drive

YARD SALE, Thursday
and
Friday.
1311
Roberson Drive. Go to
end of Kirkwood South
on dead end street. Lots
of miscellaneous.

=MI
OWN THIS MOBILE
home for less than rent.
Charming 7 BR with
many extras. Built-in
shelves for your stereo,
Murphy bed for your
guest. 34 acre lot across
from East Elementary,
$11,200. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

Guy Spann Realty

I TNE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707

low ley People
in Seel [stele •

753 7724
$1:11 Sycamore

Weds lens %WINN Cali"'

Purdom I Thurman
Insurance Real Estate
Southside Court Square

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

Marriey. N y

DEVELOPERS, INVESTORS - One of the
top business properties
in town - 1.61 acres on
So. 12th St. Over 285 ft.
of frontage. Ideal for
franchise
business.
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, 759-1707.

SAY HELLO TO A GOOD
BUY! Three bedroom
brick rancher near the
university. Lots of living
area in this fine home
with central air, large
den and convenient floor
plan. Phone as right
away for more information. Priced in low
30's. KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.

ESTABLISHED
LONG
muffler & automotive
business. Know about
automobiles? This is for
you. Good buy! Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.

"WITH ALI_ THE SCIENTIFIC DATA WE
HAVE FOR WEATHER FORECAST)N G,
HE STILL WANTS TO LOOK OUT THE
VVINPOW,11

In Business
Since 7956
753-5646

n

trotessional Services
WithThe Friendly Touch'

Make
Money.
Here...7th 81 OliveExcellent investment
buy, duplex on corner
commercially zoned
lot. Potential future
bonanza,
collect
0110.00 monthly rent
now let it pay for itself.
Hard to believe at only
$25,900. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th

Professional Services

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

POTENTIAL
RECREATIONAL
COMPLEX - 100 acres
on Kentucky Lake TVA
contour. . . Camping?
Tennis? Boat Dock?
Restaurant? or Private
Air Strip? This acreage
- is ideal resort material. Owner ,financing
available. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
UFO unusual financial
opportunity with this
good building for small
business, prime location
in
Murray's
busy
southside shopping
center. Heat pump and
central air. Call about
this today. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

Mini -Farm -15
Acres..Perimeter fenced,3 bedroom,2 bath,
By., central heat and
air, entry hall, large
kitchen, dining area,
den with fireplace, and
beamed ceiling. Patio,
carport,
outside
storage bldg. Plus
stock barn. Located on
1828. Priced Right.
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

Oil A'
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
viareforoir.Nrrvu Oh- -.

With The Frw

inuch"

641 N. Only 4.5 miles
from Murray, this
smart 3 bedroom, 2
bath B. V., situated on
3 acres. Central Electric heat and air, carpeting, draperies,
quality appliances in
harvest gold and
double garage. All
This For Only $38,000.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate,105N. 12th.

AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night, 641 Auction Hoes., Paris, Tenn.

AUCTION SALE
Sat., June 3rd. 10 a.m. Rain or shine. At the late
Noble Dunaway home. 3 houses back of Ray's
Grocery in Sedalia, Ky.

litre sharp 3 bedrooms kid
home located a Meadow
Grams ea 1,4 acre let. This
house his beers well.
esaisrtaimesi, has arty isiniches. for Mow boat bills.
Owtside storeys ores & weds
shop, wired, with coacreto
flow. Priced reduced to
$34,500.00.

Will sell some nice furniture, small appliances,
antique items, large collection of glass and china,
like new living room suite, odd chairs, coffee and
end tables, platform rocker, maple table and
chairs, chest of drawers, metal cabinet, old cabinet,
small tables, walnut rocker, high chair, drum table,
wicker items, Depression glass, milk glass, china,
crystal, Carnival glass. About 20 butter bowls, matching china lamps, cake plates, old Carnival vase,
pink open rose, iron skillets, pots, pans, preserve
stands, compotes, ruby red dinner bell, buttermilk
pitchers. This is just a small part of the listings. For
i #06
information call:

753-3263 Anytime

elfIRTY Friit
acres '40 ACRE FARM,30 acres
with water front located
tendable. Call 753-4487
at Chandler Park area
after 5.
of the lake (Hamlin,
if' Poplar-Bentort
-Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
a
portion
of the
property. John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
527-1468 '.7539825
Main Street, Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7531.

CHESTER & MILLER AUCTION SERVICE

QUITI1TY

1

435-4128 or 435-4144
Lynn Grove

,
41

4.
A REUBEN
MOODY

gi

MURRAY
-*am
"L

weilln#

AURA
MOODY
MURRAY

•

WARREN
SHROPSHIRE
MURRAY

JAMES R
(ASH
AUCTIONEER

HOMER i
-44 MILLER 1 di
MURRAY

ARBARA
ERWIN
MURRAY

B.B.
HOOKS

CLIFTON
COLEMAN

DMA
BOAZ

Muria
lot

753-8080

N. 12th St.

DELUXE COUNTRY LIVING - Only six
miles from town. This custom built B. V. ranch home is leautifully designed for family
living. There ri-rel bedrooms, 2 baths, large
living room with fireplace, separate dining
area, modern kitchen dr utility room. Mid 40's.

momwaimulaWkwIPOOMIO-

emootam.

MIllemowWWWWwo.--

mwoalet
,

Nies .....mweemelesellaniew.

CANTERBURY
CHARACTER - CLA..SS
- Al] rolled into one in this brand new listing.
Quality 3 bedroom,2 ben By.,absolutely immaculate. Entry ha with slate floor. Large
formal living room ,dining raam,
family-sized
kitchen, harvest gold appliances. Spacious
den W/firepla( e Double garage .W/auto.

JtalogsraisigilcatiQuiiiaifuasUpaiik....y:rYa-C4.

- teens
•

[11,07- MA.17IS,
NEAL_ ESTATE ,!

SMAI.L ESTATE - Beautiful country home,
modern in every detail, surrounded by sta.ely
trees and attractive landscaping. This B. V.
home provides I large bdrms., 11
/
2 baths,
many closets, formal dining as well as breakfast room, marble fireplace in living room,
den adjoining kitchen. Breezeway, 2 car att.
garage - on 1:
1 acres. 3 minutes to shopping.
ONLY $47,600.

m...molomb

BUDGET BUY - You'll have fun
redecorating this 5 room home. A little paint
and cleaning up will put this in top shape.
Good size rooms, convenient to school and

• •

arM. 4.10.04
,
4

'ft artger-14
mid 50's. Cher I( tii, one today
../e/Nalififigitaialeff***••tymnam.sosor

OWNER PM
cost on this
bath home
fireplace. N
features
atrium and
Priced miC
753-6934 bet,
5 p.m.

BY
OWN1
bedroom,
garage, cer
heat, carpe
riving room
stoned wal
Blown ii
fenced bat
20 raised di
lot. Paved d
on /
1
2 an at
wood Estat
South
of
Possession i
753-0717.
47 Motortyt1

BELINDA
GREEN

BSA CUSTO
PER 650 ei
inside and
and paintei
DeFew. a r
Harley rea
crushed velv
lots of chror
less than 10 r
reasonable
Call 1-354-62
Inquiries onl

'

11
LARGE FAMILY BARGAIN . All the room
you need in this recently modernized 4
bedroom home. Aluminum siding, entry hall,
large living room, dining room, ample
closet
spact. Situated on 1 acre, ideal for gardening,
horses, etc. OWNER SAYS SELL,
REDUCED TO $19,900.

WOULD I LIE TO YOU? Not about this
quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath, B. V. with many
luxury features including entry hall, central
heat & air, large kitchen, many built-ins.
Range, compator, separate dining area,
spacious den W/fireplace;beamed ceiling. All
this plus 15 level acres bogie ce,jjy.11191.
Paii.L.earre4

stock barn

Locatet
bedroon
family.
living r(
storage,

MAY
_SCOREBOARD_

am.rili-oftrAgger -

ellP

Barbaro Erwin 753-4136
Ardra Moody 1534031
I. I. Nook 753-2381

FOR SALE bedroom,
fireplace,
hardwood,.
storage, shi
location. 21
Call 759-1;
pointrnent.

1975 HONDA
Sport. Dui
excellent con
offer. Call 7;

spa

BEAT INFLATION - By living in one side of
this newly redecorated (41ex - let the other
side make your payments. Within walking
distance of downtown. You'll be pleased with
the price. Call Today for the Details

FOR SALE E
bedroom
steel sidin
with gara
acre lot. Ui
Has a finisl
Call 489-249:

• RANEE
WILSON
DRASTICALLY REDUCED TO SELL AT ONCE. Drive out this afternoon and
be chamred with this 5 bedroom,2 bath, roomy B. V. home on 3.7 acres. Large
living room, dining room, family room with fireplace. Ideal for large family.
Plenty of space. Can You Believe ONLY $47,900.

PRIVACY WITHOUT ISOLATION.. . Smart
3 bedroom, 2 bath, B. V. situated on 3 acres
only 4.5 miles from Murray. This home has all
the extras - central electric heat & air, thick
plush carpeting, quality appliances in harvest
gold, all draperies included. Double garage
Price below replacement cost at holy $38,000.

FOR SALE
Gatesboroi
bedroom
753-5603.

1976 HOND)
Helmet incl
759-1327 or 7

_

Professional Services With The Friendly Touch

NEDRA
MALL

46. Homes F

1978 KAWASA
759-1075.

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE

EV

TWO LOTS,
sewer. Hal
lake.
lo
Baywood
Panorama
436-2728.

MURRAY

LJ

et7

South 1 21 h a

44. Lots For

Only 4 wiles Nit NW off 121
S. This lovely 3 BR 11/2 WM is
ideal for is. whe waits e
kegs let. Neese hos liege
Took term eed arme bitches. blaster SI is 11,/7
1541. Price reduced to
$37,500. Cal mow Owner weets to saltelid.

sp,nit Friendly Touch'

FOR SALE
in Canter1
Cali 753-85

TE LEPHONI

James E. Travis
278 Auctioneer

BOYD-MA1
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

=11

Waldrop Realty

Glass, dishes, furniture, pie safe, chest of
drawers, dressers, beds, kitchen cabinet, tools,
glass top trult jars, 6 h. p. Evinrude outboard
motor, trolling motor, small fiberglass boat,
chest freezer. Lots more.

BOYD-MAJORSII
"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

FIGHT INFLATION and
begin investing for the
future with this roomy 3
bedrixisis
acre lot only minutes
from city limits. Home
features study,
baths, central heat and
air, 2 car attached
garage. Lots has nice
shrubs and trees, including some fruit trees.
and fenced backyard.
Price just reduced $2000.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222 or
visit our conveniently
located office at 711
Main.

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA
Murray -1534080

Warren Shropshire 153R271
Newby+ Moody 7,53-1036
Reiner Miller 153-1519

listing 114
Sales 34
Salesman 17
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te
47 Motorcycles
TABLISHED
automotive
(now about
i? This is for
)Uy! Loretta
ors 753-1492.

FOR.SALE CORNER lot
in ,canterbury Estates
Call 753-8500 after 5

Realty
ness
956
i46

South 12th at Sycamor•

44 Lots For Sale
TWO LOTS, water and
sewer. Half mile from
lake.
Located
in
Baywood Vista, near
Panorama Shores. Call
436-2728.
46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE BY owner in
Gatesborough.
Three
bedroom 2 bath. Call
753-5603.

At the late
of Ray's

appliances,
and china,
coffee and
table and
old cabinet,
drum table,
lass, china,
bowls, matrnival vase,
s, preserve
, buttermilk
Listings. For

SERVICE

1970 PONTIAC LeMans,
power steering, power
brakes, air condition,
radials, 58,000 miles or
will trade for pickup of
equal value. 1.9 cubic ft.
dorm size refrigerator,
$65. Call 753-6179.
.

48 Automotive Service

TELEPHONE 753.1E051

ris, Tenn.
chest of
let, tools,
outboard
ss boat,

1973 YAMAHA 750, good
condition. $600. Call 7530541.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.

t+L.ALTokS

51 Services Offered

49 Used Cars & Trucks

Corona.
TRUCK TIRE Sale - 1974 TOYOTA
door, wagon, 4
Four
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
speed. Excellent conply, $27.57 plus $2.85
dition. Loan value,
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$1750. will take $1495.
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Call 489-2595Wallin
Hardware,
Paris.
1970
CHEVROLET
49. Used Cars & Trucks
Custom 3,4 pickup.
Extremely nice. New
1970 DATSUN 510 wagon.
tires. ;1500. Call 753$650. Call 753-8963.
5160.
1969 TORINO, full power
and air. 54,000, miles.
$500. Call 436-5536 before
3 p.m. on weekdays,
anytime on weekends.

1696 PONTIAC Tempest
Custom. 350, 2 barrel,
power steering, brakes
and air condit4on. $500.
Call 435-4264.

FOR INSULATION
needs. Call Jackson
Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet
. basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355•2838 or
328-8567 call collect.

or
TREES
NEED
Or
shrubbery
cut
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

ROOFING

DO YOU -need stumps'- No job too small Exremoved from your yard
cellent references
or land cleared of
759-4615
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves FOR YOUR septic tank
only sawdust and chips
and backhoe work
Call for free Estimate,
needs. Also septic tank
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
cleaning. Call John
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
Lane. Phone 7534669 or
436-5348.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING
PAINTING INTERIOR,
sealing, patching
exterior, Also dry wall
striping. For . free
finishing. 10 years exestimates call 753-1537.
perience. Call 436-2563.
Ralph Worley.
BUSHOGG1NG aind
discing. Call '7534261
after 4.

FOR SALE 1973 Mazda
1965 RAMBLER Classic.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 3
RX 3, rotary engine,
Reliable. $200. Call 759bedroom house with
looks good and runs
4652 or 759-1996..
steel siding, carpeted
good. Call 759-1200.
with garage.. On half
1969 DODGE 2 ton, 16 ft.
acre lot. Under $16,000.
1978 PONTIAC Trans Am.
Omaha bed. V-8. Five
Has a finished upstairs. -. Red.velour interior, AMspeed transmission.
Chain Saw Call 489-2492.
EXPERIENCED interior
FM stereo tape, power
Two speed axle. $850.
And
painters.
exterior
and
wheel,
windows,
400
tilt
FOR SALE-By owner,3
Call 435-4485 after 6 p.m.
Call
759-1228.
motor.
offer
T-A
Best
Lawnmower
•
bedroom, 2
bath,
over $6300. Call 753-4331. 1972 DODGE
fireplace, appliances,
Sales and Service
DART, low
PROFESSIONAL window
hardwood, some carpet,
mileage. Excellent
cleaner. Private homes
storage, shady lot, good 1973 PORSCHE 914. Must
condition. Power, air.
Eastside Small
stores,
home
and
offer.
sell.
Best
Call
753location. 217 South 15th.
Must sell. Best offer.
20
repairs.
exyears
Engine Repair
Call 7594;68 -1oF -ap--Call 753-8569perience. Call 901-782pointment.
Nighwey PI lest
5981.
50 Campers
1972 DODGE 4 door
7534400
Polara
Custom.
OWNER PAYS CLOSING
Western Ky. Trave
BACKHOE WORK,septic
Automatic,
power
LICENSED ELECcost on this 4 bedroom, 2
Trailer Sales and Sertank, gravel and dirt
brakes,steering, air, 318
TRICIAN and gas inbath home with ‘den and
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
V-8, 42,000 miles. New
will do
stallation
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522fireplace. Many custom
753-5808.
tires. Local car. Like
plumbing heating and
8507.
features including
new. $1700. Call 753-7523.
sewer cleaning. Call 753atrium and courtyard.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
WHITES CAMPER
7203.
Priced mid 50's. Call
septic tank work. Field
BUS .FOR SALE 1968
SALES your starcraft
753-6934 between 12 and
tile
lines
installed,
28
International, 60
dealer. You've got a
5 p.m.
years
experience.
passenger.
Excellent
good thing going with
Licensed throug_h Health
753-4377
condition.
call
Starcraft. Compete line
BY
OWNER - .3
Department. Call Rex
or 753-8004.
travel trailers, pop ups,
bedroom, 4 it bath,
Camp, 753-5933.
parts and accessories.
garage, central air and 1972 CUSTOM
van,
Toppers and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
used
QUALITY SERVICE
SEPTIC TANK PUMChevy. Custom interior,
campers.
living room With full
East
94
HighCompany In ltir cdriPING. Resfdential and
needs little work. ood
way, 4 miles from
stoned wall fireplace.
(talon sales and sercommercial. Rex Camp
condition. Mag Wheels.
Murray. Call 753-0605.
Blown insulation.
vice. Modern sheet
753-5933.
Call 1-442-6482 Paducah.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
metal
department.
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20 raised deck. Wooded
WILL SPRAY barns, roof
Larry
1975 OLDS Starfire,
Wisehart,
lot. Paved driveway. Al]
and thick throseal to
yellow with white inPresident. Phone 753EXPERIENCED MAN
on
an acre in Lynnmasonary walls. Free
terior, loaded. Excellent
9290.
will do interior wood
wood Estates, 2 miles
Extiinates. Call 753-6878
condition. Call 753-0605. • working finish carSouth
of
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m. 'WANT someone to clean
Murray.
pentry, and cabinet
Possession in June. Call
house 1 day a week. Must
1972 NOVA, automatic,
finishing.
Call 435753-0717.
LICENSED
ELEChave references Call 753power and air.. AM-FM'
4150
evening.
TRICIAN prompt ef47 Motorcycles
3770.
radio and tape player,
ficient
service. No job
INSULATION
BLOWN
good condition. $1195.
too small. Call Ernest
1978 KAWASAKI 400. Call
IN by Sears save on
Call 489-2595.
White, 753-0605.
759-1075.
•
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
JUST RECEIVED 150
No ether "de-il 'ourself"
1976 HONDA CB 125.
753-2310
for
free PIANO TUNING and
salvage
trucks.
method deans cents es...
repair.
Call
Joe
Jackson
Helmet included. Call
estimates.
Everything must go.
(Asityafter 5 p. m. 753-7149.
759-1327 or 753-0444.
hmouse
pow
:iowerdoes
d si
poirta
theLtirk
Call West Side Auto
Parts, 502-684-2391 or BEAUTIFY your home
CARPET CLEANING at
iffirrivol1975 HONDA 400-4 Super
with lightweight easy-tocome to Highway 641
cleans, mese glad vicUUTS
reasonable rates.
out deep down dr cd
Sport. Dune Buggy,
install Eldorado Stone.
South, Taylor Motors
grime in a single swec
Prompt
and
efficient.
excellent condition. Best
No costly footings or
Truck Yard.
Custom Carpet Care,
ECONOMICALLYoffer. Call 753-5923.
foundations. 100 percent
cleans the way
753-1335.
1977 CADILLAC Coupe
fireproof
masonary
professionals do-at
BSA CUSTOM CHOPa
fraction of the
De Ville. One owner.
product. Less than the
MOBILE HOME ANPER 650 engine. New
YOU
SAVE UP TO
16,000 miles. Loaded
cost of natural stone.
CHORS, underpinning
$2500 PER R001.1
inside and out. Built
with extras. Call 753Use for interior or exawnings, carports and
and painted by Jim
5421 after 4 p.m.
terior. An excellent doroofs sealed. Call Jack
DeFew. a rigid frame.
it-yourself project or we
Glover 753-1873 after 5
Harley rearend, red
1973 MERCURY Monwill install. Buy direct
p.m. or weekends.
crushed velvet seat and
tego, power, air, AMfrom
our factory.
lots of chrome. Ridden
FM stereo, needs body
Timber-Lodge Stolle and
SPRAY PAINTING of all
less than 10 miles. Very
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
Fireplace, 706
N.
kinds. Metal roofs,
reasonable must sell.
pickup runs but motor
Market Street, Paris,
barns, farms and I N. fee only snoods,
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
needs work, $300. Call
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901homes. Call Ralph
11.1-Air beer Stars
inquiries only.
Sol Ak CNN, IP MC
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
642-1328.
Worley, 436-2563.

RENT RINSENVAC

Ell
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54 Free Column
FREE THREE tiger
striped kittens. 8 weeks
old. Call 753-0276.

.209 Walnut Stree
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday-7:31;.-2:30 Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
Price Shave $1.25
Price Hair eat $1.50
Call 753-3685. Agent for Hospital-Supplies.

FREE KITTENS - grey
and white, short haired,
good
mousers,
housebroken. Call 4365502.
FREE PUPPIES, part
Cocker Spazuel. Call 7591105.
THREE 8 WEEK old
kittens and one mother
cat. Call 753-6379.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and reedy. Up to 12 z 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobile home od-ons, end patios, or U-tUltD, pre-cut completely reedy
to assemble up to 24 s 60 Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

AUCTION
TWO BIG SALES PARIS AND McKENZIE

244 ACRES SPLIT
INTO 18 TRACTS

PARIS MEAT PROCESSING
PLANT AND 6 ACRES
WEDNESDAY JUNE 7TH 1:30 P.M.
Sale to consist of Paris Meat Processing Plant, USDA Government inspected in
excellent condition and a good money making business. Plus 109.5 acres split into 7
tracts and a completely modern four bedroom home with good outbuilding.
Location of Sale: From Paris go North on Hwy.641, approx. 2 miles, property on
both sides of road, Watch for Auction signs.
Terms: 15% down day of sale, Balance with deed. Deed to be delivered at closing
January 30, 1979.

THURSDAY, JUNE 8TH 1:30 P.M.
Sale to consist of 62 acres of gently rolling land and 72 acres divided into ten tracts.
Location of Sale: Go 4 miles South of McKenzie, turn left at Jerell Switch
grocery,and go approx. 2 miles on Jerell Road. Watch for Auction Signs.
Terms: 62 Acres, 15% down balance with deed. Deed to be delivered at closing
September 29, 1978.
72 Acres, 15%down. Balance with deed. Deed to be delivered at closing October
31, 1978.
Mr. Buyer, Farmer, Investor: This has to be one of the best assemblies of both
Farm Land and Commercial Property ever to be offered at Public Auction, in the
Paris and McKenzie Area. Be sure to plan to attend this sale.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
698 South Willow
Cookville, Tenn.
528-2513
Glenn Webb Broker & Auctioneer

702 North Church
Livingston, Tenn.
823-6414
Ward Porter, Broker

'NOV-

•
lithe room
lernized 9
entry hall.
nple closet
gardening,
3 SELL.

g 114
's 34
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WATCH AND CLOCK
repair. Call 759
'
1231-

GIVE A DOG AWAY,
part Yorkshire Terrier
and Poodle. Good with
children. Very good
natured. Call 435-4134.

TIME TO MOVE WITH KOPPERUIVREALTY

I
I

Y
10A

Hornbuckle Barber Shop

54 Free Column

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered
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IT'S A BARGAIN! •
Located on a quiet, tree shaded street is this 3
bedroom brick ranch home just waiting for your
family. Fully carpeted throughout, home has
living room, dining room, large den, abundant
storage, and central air. Priced at only $31,900.

PLEASING PRICE
Just listed this charming 2 bedroom home near
Kentucky Lake. Home has attractive kitchenden combination, lovely fireplace in the living
room, new wall-to-wall carpeting, new drapes
and a sharp new look throughout. Priced at only
$14,500. Don't delay phone today on this bona fide
bargain.
•

_

.

•••••••••madlik•

-• .

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!
home with lovely
on quiet
and an economic
xcellent choice on
the 30's Phone us

ar SC11001S

•

-..•••••• Atralme.......wrig,All roMMInwrawammoromben.r.o-

•

Member' _
Multiple
Listing
Ho

Almost new four bed
design and ideal beat
street. Central heat a
price make this horn.
today's market. Pric,'
today for an appointmc

-oirt

- 'Jai;
WINNING COMBINATION
A good home and a good price. Just listed very
A LOT FOR A LITTLEattractive 2 bedroom home with kitchen, formal
This
could
be the place you are looking for -dining room and living room with fireplace and
heatalator. Extra income potential with up- Property is zoned for business, but could be just
stairs, 1 bedroom apartnient. Located in nice a lovely home within two blocks of the courthouse, 4 bedroom brick, 2 bath, study, living
neighborhood. Extra bonus: Assumable FHA
'room and dining room combination with wood81496 loan. Priced at $35,000.
hurtling firopluos Alan-large .kitchen including--

a

-

111 Main
Murray, Ky.
Patterson 492-8302- Bill Rayburn 759-4900 - Geri Andersen

•

Only s32.00tr--

•

--

24 Hr. Phone - - •
Ph. 753-1222
REALTOR'
751-7932 -

George Gallagher 753-8129- Bill Kopperud 753-1222

:00
4
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I Deaths and Funerals]
Rubye
The funeral for
M. Roberts, widow of Tax
Elisha B. Williams of Roberts, who died Dec. 13,
Murray Route Six died 1953, will be held Friday at one
Wednesday at four p.m. at his p.m at the chapel of the
home. He was 81 years of age Blalock-Coleman Funeral
and his death was due to an Home with Bro. John Dale and
apparent heart attack.
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
Mr Williams was preceded officiating. Mrs. Margaret
in death by his wife, Mrs. Vera Porter will be soloist with
Ada Outland Williams on Jan. Mrs. Maxine Clark as
19, 1975, and by one son, Odell organist.
Williams, on April 72, 1978. Pallbearers will be Charlie
He was a retired farmer and a Lassiter, Tommy Rushing,
member of the Poplar Spring William B. Miller, John, B.C.,
Biptist Church..Born April 9, and
Grogan.
Newman
1897, in Calloway County, he Members of the Wear-Helm
was the son of the late Charles Service Circle Class and of
Williams and Laura Willough- Group II of the Christian
by Williams.
Women's Fellowship of the
Survivors include one First Christian Church, where
daughter, Mrs. Loan Mae she was a member, will serve
Geurin, Murray Route Six; as honorary groups. Burial
one daughter-in-law, Mrs. Sue will follow in the Murray City
Williams, Dresden, Tenn.; Cemetery.
two sisters, Mrs. Cozy
Friends may call at the
Lawrence, Murray and Mrs. funeral home.
Trixie Jones, Gallatin, Tenn.;
Mrs. Roberts., who had
three brothers, Equal and retired after teaching for 33
Alfred Williams, Murray years, died Wednesday at four
Route Three, and Ellsworth a.m. at the Baptist Memorial
Williams, Murray.
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. She
Mr. Williams is also sur- was also a member of the
vived by one grandson, Murray-Calloway County
Jimmy Geurin, Murray; four Retired Teachers Association
granddaughters, Mrs. Bobbie • and Murray Star Chapter No.
Lane, Mrs.Susan Phillips,and 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Miss Jennifer Williams,
include one
Murray, and Mrs. Jo AnnT Survivors
Joe f Nancy)
Mrs.
daughter,
great
Burkeen, Almo; five
Gene
grandchildren; two great Thurman, one son,
grandfour
Roberts,
and
great grandchildren; three
children. Tom and Elizabeth
step grandchildren.
and Teri and Greg
Thurman
The funeral will be held
Murray; two
Friday at three p.m. at the Roberts, all of
Joe Moss;
and
brothers,
Pat
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
J.E.
Funeral Home with burial to three sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Moss,
Ralph
Felix
Mar,
sirs.
follow in the Outland
and Mrs. Jerry Hercik; five
Cemetery.
Vernon,
Friends may call at the brothers-in-law,
and
Bill,
Frank,
Grogan,
p.m.
two
after
home
funeral
Roberts.,
Hollis
today Thursday.

Solon Edwards Dies Tuesday, Rites Today
SoIon Edwards of Benton
Route Eight died Tuesday at
9:35 p.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. He
was 75 years of age; a retired
farmer, and an elder of the
Walnut Grove Church of
Christ.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Maira1a Edwards, three daughters, Mrs.
Ed Langston and Mrs. Guy
Via, Benton, and Mrs. Jim
King, Synisonia; one son,
Hugh Edwards, Benton; two
sisters Mrs. Dana Faircloth,

Grahamville, and Mrs. Gladys
Muench, Indianapolis, Ind.;
two brothers, Robert and
Danny Edwards, Benton:
fourteen grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m at the chapel
of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Harold Wood and Fred Davis
officiating. Grandsons are
serving as pallbearers and
burial will follow in the Edwards Cemetery.

Mrs. Roberta Cobb
Dies Today; Rites
To Be On Saturday
Mrs. Roberta Cobb of
Farmington Route One died
this morning at 1:45 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 70 years of
age and the wife of A. B. Cobb
who died in 1971.
The deceased was born Feb.
4, 1908, and was the daughter
of the late Malcolm Jetton and
Nancy Guthrie Jetton.
Mrs. Cobb is survived by
two daughters, Miss Patricia
Cobb and Mrs. Margaret
McCuan, Farmington Route
One; five granddaughters,
Mrs. Johnny J. (Martha)
Kough, Mrs. Danny A.
1Judith)Walker, Miss Jennifer G. McCuan, and Miss
Johrina K McCuan, all of
Farmington Route One, and
Mrs. Willtam (Shirley)
Hargrove, Mayfield Route
Seven; four great grandchildren, Chris and Danita
Walker and Amanda and
Patrick Kough.
Also suriving are six
brothers who are Ernest,
Bernice, Connie, Orville, and
Roy Jetton, all of Graves
County, and Barber Jetton of
Redford, Mich.
,The funeral will be held
Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Horne, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Harry Nall find the Rev. Bob
Dotson officiating. Burial will
follow in the Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today 1Thursday).

WICHITA, Kan. (AP)
Harvey Schmidt, a Kansii.
wheat farmer turned ambassador who went to Vietnam
with a "reconciliation gift" of
wheat from the United State,,
says he hopes it will open the
door to a resumption of trade
with the Asian country.
Schmidt was part of a
sevenmember American
delegation which visited
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh Cit)
formerly Saigon,from May 1:127. His role was to help present
the Vietnamese 10,000 tons uf
wheat donated by Church
World Service from his and
other farms in the U.S. wheat
belt.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government estimates that
the latest parcel rate increase
will plummet volume bel_oo
the Postal Service's breakeven point.
Postal Service's
The
investment of almost $1 billion
packagein automated
handling machinery would
then be a money-loser.
When
the automated
system's 21 facilities opened
in 1976, the Postal Service said
300 million parcels would have
to move through them a year
to make its investment worthwhile. .
WASHINGTON (AP)— U.S
intelligence officials report a
new long-range missile now
deployed by Russia is more

accurate than any previous
nuclear weapon aimed from
submarines against the
United States.
The SSN18 can, hurl three
warheads at widely separated
targets and has sufficient
range to enjoy "a degree of
sanctuary" from US. antisubmarine forces, the
Pentagon says.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Carter administration says it
may raise liiiport quotaS on
less expensive foreign beef to
ease the burden for grocery
shoppers.
•'There are a lot of things
being considered with respect
to that," chief Carter inflation
fighter Robert Strauss told
reporters at the White House
on Wednesday, after a
meeting with representatives _
of the beef industry.
INTERNATIONAL
BONN, West Germany
(API-Soviet President Leonid
I. Brezhnev's visit to
Czechoslovakia appears
designed to shore up President
Gustav Husak, plagued by a
dissident
persistent
movement and challenges
within his Communist Party.
-Western diplomats in
Prague believe Brezhnev's
support is a major reason the
65-year-old Husak has stayed
in power since the Kremlin
picked him nearly a decade
agoa-ito roll back Alexander
Dubcek's liberal reforms.

EVERYDAY CAN BE A
VACATION FOR YOU WITH
A MEMBERSHIP IN

MURRAY TENNIS CENTER INC
New Memberships For 1978 Available
Activities Available

TENNIS:

4 Tennis Courts
Lights For Night Play
Dressing & Restrooms

Anthony J.(Rod) Kozlowski
of 1005 Poplar Street, Murray,
died Wednesday at 6:05 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a retired machinist
of the Detroit, Mich., area,
and was born Jan. 28, 1906. He
is survived by one sister, Mrs.
Bernice Rydelek, and one
niece, Mrs. Helen Markowski,
both of Hamtramark, Mich.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Rowdy Elkins, Cullen Turpin,
Charlie Stubblefield, Russell
Spurlock, Raymond Mcrid Jesse Latimer.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
Open till 8:00 Monday-Friday

Sale Price
$17.50/2 gallons

Novsi PAN

MO et 441811,
witsi
tal

SAVE $8.30
'$4

171

Olympic Size Pool With
1 & 3 MeterDiring Boards
Kiddie Pool
Modern Bathouse with Lockers

Membership fees Based Upon Activities You Want To Use
Single - Husband & Wife - Family
Example: Family Swim Season-

$130.00 Per Yr.

Easy Payment Plan For Initiation & Season Fees

Murray Tennis Center Inc.
Hwy.641 North
753-0129
JOIN NOW?

The 19:

A. 1. Kozlowski Is
Dead At Age Of 72

Bel-Air Decor

.ta U1111

RELAX AT HOME

U.

on certificates of Deposit?
Why settle for less than the best? The
Willing Bank is currently offering two
new types of Time Certificates Issued in
Minimum amounts of $10,000. Interest
rate will be tied to the average yield for
Treasury Bills. We are also offering NEW
8-year Certificates whicy pay 7.75 percent and yield 8.057 percent with a $1,000
minimum. Let us show you what "Big

Money" investors have discovered—the
GUARANTEED return on high-interest
Certificates of Deposit.
Come see us today and let us help you
earn higher interest. (All of our other
Savings Plans are also still available.)
We have one tailored to fit your needs at
The Willing Bank.
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Wallpaper
Our staff at the Decor Store offers over 21 years in decorating. We offer
types of decorating services from the most complete decorating center in West
Kentucky. We Honor Master Charge And Visa.
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